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1 - GUN MAGAZINES
12 US Gun Report magazines from 1984-85. GC
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2 - SMLE BAYONET FROGS
Four WWII British webbing frogs for the SMLE ‘Bayonet’.
VGC
3 - REVOLVER SPEEDLOADERS
Assorted HKS brand loader 2 x PY (Colt Python) 2 x Model
29 (S&W 44 etc) 2 x model 36 (5 shot .38 Revolver)

17
7

4 - HANDGUN BOOKS
Famous Automatic Pistols and Revolvers by Olsen. Large
format, soft cover and B&W photos, plus Famous Auto Pistols of Europe. Illustrated guide to most pistols for takedown
and maintenance. VGC

18 - BRITISH ENTRENCHING TOOL
WWII pattern 1908 entrenching tool complete with handle
and olive drab pouch marked with broad arrow 44 date and
D&M Ltd. VGC
18
8

19 - WIRE CUTTERS
British Military WWII period MKI wire cutters. Marked
C.H.P 1941 complete with correct frog. VGC
21

20 - NO7 BAYONET
British Military NO7 knife bayonet to fit the NO4 SMLE
or Sten Gun. 20cm Blade marked NO7 MK1/L brown resin
handle complete with steel sheath with parade white frog.
VGC

5 - PROOF MARK BOOK
Standard Directory of Proof Marks including WWII German
Ordnance codes. Soft cover, small format, a must have for
the collector. VGC
22

6 - 303 ACCESSORY LOT
Two leather bandolier pouches, 5R of ammo, three charges
and a brass oil bottle. F-GC ALR
7 - NO4 SPIKE BAYONET
For the NO4 SMLE version with 1/2 round Bakelite scabbard. VGC

20

19

8 - NO4 SPIKE BAYONET
For the WWII SMLE, complete with steel scabbard and frog.
ExC
9 - PISTOL AND S.M.G BOOK
The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Pistols Revolvers and Submachine Guns by Fowler, North and Strouge. Large format,
soft cover, colour photos & 256 pages. VGC
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23 - 1907 BAYONET
British/NZ Military SMLE bayonet. 43cm Blade with cypher, 1907 date, Wilkinson and ordnance marks and most
overall blue. GC wooden grips with oiler in the pommel.
Includes scabbard with NZ marked leather frog. VG-ExC

11 - GERMAN INSIGNIA
Three WWII German cloth breast Eagles for Panzer, Navy
and Enlisted/NCO soldiers. GC

16

12 - GERMAN INSIGNIA
Bag containing assorted Nazi insignia etc. Including breast
eagle, small tinnie marked KINDER ALIES LAND, medical
shoulder band pin, Pioneer Parade collar tab, Artillery Officers tab and a cockade. GC
13 - ASSORTED GERMAN INSIGNIA
A bag containing 8 Nazi insignia including Infantry Officers
parade collar tab, breast eagle, Police eagle, collar insignia
and cockades. GC

24

14 - SPANISH 44 MAUSER
Model 1944 short rifle. 24 3/4” 8x57 cal barrel with original
sights and bayonet lug. Chamber ring marked FABRICA DE
ARMAS LA CORUNA 1954. Metalwork with near all finish. VGC original stock with gloss type finish. VGWO&C
ALR

16 - LEE ENFIELD NO8 RIFLE
British Military SMLE .22lr training rifle. 23 1/2” .22lr cal
barrel with original sights. The action is marked 22 NO8
MKI, but is hard to make out under the Military refinish.
Wrist with 1952 date. Wood work is complete with swivels
and quite a few handling dings. GWO&C ALR

21 - 1907 HOOKED QUILLON BAYONET
Very rare and desirable SMLE pattern 1907 bayonet with
hooked quillon. 43.5cm Blade with cypher 1907, 4 ‘10 date
and SANDERSON mark as well as ordnance marks. The
steel is in ExC with only minor staining and thinning blue
to the guard. Complete with original scabbard and leather
frog. As many of these bayonets had the hook removed they
are very rare and the first we have had for sale for many
years. ExC
22 - FIRST PATTERN 1888 BAYONET
A very rare first pattern 1888 British Military long service
Lee bayonet. 30cm Blade with ordnance marks and only minor staining. Grip with three brass rivets and central hole
complete with lever and steel scabbard. Seldom seen for sale
and a unique opportunity for the advanced British Military or
bayonet collector. VGC

10 - WINCHESTER COLLECTORS AMMO
11R of .401 for the automatic rifle and approximately 40R of
.22 automatic. GC ALR

15 - SPANISH 1893 MAUSER
Spanish Military M1893 Mauser bolt action rifle. 29” 7 x
57 cal barrel with original sights. The side rail of the receiver is marked MOD MAUSER 1896 LUDW-LOEWE
& CO BERLIN. Metalwork is all cleaned to white. Bolt is
mismatched. Woodwork with many handling dings and complete with sling swivels. GWO&C ALR

17 - LEE ENFIELD NO8 RIFLE
British Military SMLE .22lr training rifle. 23 1/2” Barrel
with original sights. The action marked 22NO8 MKI is missing the floor plate and bullet guide. Wood work is missing the
top piece, barrel bands and swivels and has been reshaped at
the forend. Action is at fault and will not cock. FC ALR

25

24 - S&W MODEL 29 REVOLVER
Vintage US Smith & Wesson model 29-3 .44 Magnum cal
double action revolver. 10 1/2” Barrel with original target
sight and marked with cal and SMITH & WESSON. Metalwork retains nearly all original blue with a few scratches
and wear at the muzzle. VGC original wooden grips. VGExWO&C B/CLR
25 - S&W .22 REVOLVER
A good quality US model 17-3 double action revolver, circa
1975. 6” Barrel with adjustable sights and marked SMITH &
WESSON .22lr caliber. The frame with German 1975 proof
mark and S&W logo and address. Metalwork retains near
all original blue and ExC original wooden grips. ExWO&C
B/CLR
26 - CZ75 PISTOL
Czech 9mm semi auto pistol. 4 1/2” Barrel slide with fixed
sights and marked CZ model 75 etc and 91 proof date. Metalwork with near all original matte finish. Pachmayr brand
rubber grips, includes extra magazine. VGWO&C B/CLR

26

27

Photographs not necessarily to scale

27 - BERETTA M74 PISTOL
Italian semi auto .22lr pistol. 6” Barrel with adjustable sights.
Slide marked with Beretta Gardone address and MOD 74.
Metalwork with most finish. GC plastic grips. GC B/CLR
28 - TWO PISTOL BOOKS
Pistols of the World, 4th Edition by Hogg and Walter. Soft
cover, large format, B&W photos and 430 pages plus Gun
Digest Book of Semi Auto Pistols. VGC
B category pistol license holders require a ‘Pinky’ form
from your club to obtain a permit at the auction venue
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29 - COLT FIREARMS BOOK
Colt Firearms from 1836 by Serven. Hard cover, large format, 395 pages and B&W photos. A must have for the Colt
collector. VGC

31

30 - COLT FIREARMS BOOK
Standard Catalogue of Colt Firearms by Sapp. Hard cover,
large format with 450 colour photos and price values for
over 500 models. VGC

32

41

31 - COLT DETECTIVE SPECIAL
Rare American Colt Third Issue, circa 1977, ‘Snub Nosed’
revolver. 2” .38 Special cal barrel with ejection shroud and
correct Colt legend and Detective spec marking as well
as West German proof marks. Metalwork retains near all
original bright blue finish. ExC chequered wooden grips.
ExWO&C CLR

40

32 - ROSSI SNUB NOSED REVOLVER
Seldom seen Rossi Model 272 pioneer 5 shot pocket double
action revolver. 2” .38 special cal barrel with original sight,
ejector shroud and makers details. Metalwork with near all
original blue and ExC original wooden grips plus a rubber
grip and original box. ExWO&C CLR
33 - COLT M1908 PISTOL
Antique circa 1911 Colt Model 1908 hammerless pocket
pistol, circa 1911. 2 1/2” .25acp cal barrel. The slide marked
with Colt Hartford address and patent dates ending in 1910.
The otherside marked COLT AUTOMATIC CALIBRE 25.
Metalwork retains nearly all original blue and case colours
to the small parts. Very slight muzzle wear at the front of
the frame. Early variant without magazine safety. ExC original hard rubber grips with COLT logo and Rampant horse
over stylized C. One of the best examples we have seen.
ExWO&C CLR

43 - GERMAN SWORD AND BAYONET BOOK
The Sword & Bayonet Makers of Imperial Germany 18711918 by John Walter. Hard cover, small format. GC

46

44 - COLT 1911 PISTOL
US Military issue WWI period, circa 1918, Colt 1911 semi
automatic pistol. 5” Barrel, the slide with original sights
and marked with Patent info and Hartford address etc, the
otherside model of 1911 U.S.ARMY. The frame marked
UNITED STATES PROPERTY & serial number as well as
inspectors marks. Metalwork retains near all its original late
war Military ‘Colt Black’ finish which was used to speed
up production. GC original diamond walnut grips, showing wear. Includes its correct 50/50 blued magazine. VGExWO&C B/CLR

45

45 - COLT M1927 PISTOL
Argentinian Military Colt made version of the 1911AI pistol. 5” .45 acp cal barrel, slide with fixed sights and marked
with Colt address on one side and EJERCITO ARGENTINO COLT CAL .45 MOD 1927 and serial number (matching on the frame). Metalwork has near all Military refinish
which is typical. GC but worn chequered grips. VGWO&C
B/CLR

44

35 - LARGE TRAVELLING PISTOL
An unusual, very long barrel, percussion travelling/overcoat
pistol. 6” .32/120 bore cal barrel. Plain box lock action.
Metalwork with grey patina. Plain wooden grip. VGWO&C
NLR
36 - PERCUSSION MUFF PISTOL
Small boxlock travelling pistol. 2 3/4” 54 Bore/.44 cal
round turn off barrel with Birmingham proof marks. Metalwork with dark stained patina. VGC chequered butt. Action
at fault otherwise GC NLR

38

38 - MARTINI HENRY BAYONET
Pattern 1876 socket bayonet for the British Military rifle.
25cm Blade with ordnance marks and in 95% excellent
condition, the socket marked with serial/rack number and
retaining near all original blue. Complete with leather and
brass WD marked scabbard with white leather frog. Hard to
find a better example. ExC
39 - ENFIELD CUTLASS BAYONET
Rare pattern 1859 Naval sword bayonet for the Enfield rifle.
67.5cm Blade without fullers and with ordnance marks and
dark patina which is also on the steel dish hilt with nurled
leather grips. Complete with original leather and steel scabbard. A seldom offered for sale bayonet in hard to beat condition. ExC

46 - BROOM HANDLE MAUSER PISTOL
World War I period Imperial German C96 semi auto pistol. 5 1/2” .30 Mauser cal barrel marked on the chamber
WAFFENFABRIK MAUSER OBENDORF A/N and
Crown/U proofs. Fitted with original sights to 1000M the
frame also with Obendorf address. Metalwork with most
overall blue with scattered mild pin pricking and holster
wear. All external serial numbers are matching. GC original
grips complete with lanyard ring. VGWO&C B/CLR

33

34

37 - PERCUSSION TRAVELLING PISTOL
Belgian, large calibre, travelling/overcoat pistol. 3 1/4” .50
cal/38 bore octagonal turn off barrel boxlock. Action with
small amount of engraving and Belgian proof mark. Metalwork with silver/grey patina. GC wooden butt, action at
fault otherwise GC NLR

41 - MARTINI HENRY YATAGHAN BAYONET
58cm Blade with faint Sollingen makers mark. The socket
has been bushed to 18mm for the Martini Henry rifle and is
bar on band type. GC leather chequered handle and is complete with leather and steel scabbard. VGC
42 - BAYONETS OF THE WORLD BOOKS
Circa 1974, four volume set of bayonet books considered a
must have for the bayonet collector for identifying bayonets
with hundreds of detailed illustrations. VGC

47

34 - PERCUSSION TRAVELLING PISTOL
Nice quality Belgian travelling/overcoat pistol, circa 18301850’s. 4” Octagonal in approximately .45 cal turn off rifle
damascus steel barrel. The concealed trigger action is fully
engraved as is the cock and with Belgian proof mark. Metalwork with grey metal patina. Deluxe wood grip with shell
pattern butt plate. VG-ExWO&C NLR

40 - CONTRACT BURNSWICK BAYONET
An extremely fine example of a British Military Volunteer
Brunswick sword bayonet. 51cm Swell tip blade without
fullers and with slightly stained original brass ring hilt with
early style spring catch, the pommel is marked with rifle
#687 and retailer W&C SCOTT. Complete with its original
leather and brass scabbard. This actual bayonet is pictured
in Skemmerton & Richards British & Commonwealth bayonets book page 84. A unique opportunity for the advanced
bayonet collector to purchase a scarce bayonet which is seldom seen with its scabbard and in hard to beat ExC.

47 - MAUSER 1910 PISTOL
German compact .25acp cal semi auto pistol. 3” Barrel,
slide with fixed sights and Obendorf address etc. The breech
cover plate has had a screw put through the banner logo
to repair a firing problem by applying pressure to the sear.
Metalwork with most overall blue finish. GC but worn original grips. F-GWO&C CLR

35

39
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48 - 1911 MAGAZINES
Two Original 7R Colt Magazines for the 1911 WWI Military or commercial pistol both with correct ‘50/50’ part
blued part white finish and unmarked base plates. G-VGC
49 - WWI COLT 1911 HOLSTER
Dark brown leather M1916 flap holster to suit the .45 pistol. Front embossed with US in oval and the back marked
SEARS 1917 AK. VGC

37

50 - COLT 1911 MAGAZINE POUCH
WWI double magazine pouch for the .45 1911 pistol. Olive green webbing construction with black domes. Inside is
marked L.C.C. & CO. 1918. ExC

3
51 - CHINESE C96 HOLSTER & AMMO
Brown leather flap holster for a Bolo model broom handle
pistol, plus two external ammo pouches. Complete with
shoulder strap and marked in Chinese. Plus a charger clip
containing 9R of live ammo. VGC ALR

64 - FEG PISTOL
Hungarian Walam 48 semi automatic pistol (copy of the
Walther PP). 3 3/4” .380 cal barrel, slide with fixed sights
and FEG 1958 markings. Metalwork with near all blue. ExC
brown plastic original grips. ExWO&C CLR
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52 - SS CAP SKULL
WWII early style Nazi German SS visor cap skull emblem.
Hollow back marked with rzm logo and M1/52, the fromt
with worn highlights. VGC

53
54

53 - SS BELT BUCKLE
WWII German enlisted SS soldiers belt buckle. Die injected
aluminium version with horizontal Swastika. Back marked
rzm 822/38 SS. Slight corrosion to the surface. VGC

65

54 - SILVER COMBAT CLASP
Nazi German close combat clasp in silver. Without makers
mark, heavily convexed shape with rusty backing plate and
bottle shape pin. ExC

66 - UNIQUE PISTOL
French WWII Unique Krieqsmodell .32 auto semi automatic pistol. 3 1/2” Replacment barrel threaded and fitted
with silencer. Also includes an original barrel. The slide
with fixed sights and marked with cal and makers details.
Metalwork with thinning original finish and a few areas of
scattered pin pricking. GWO&C CLR

60

55 - LUFTWAFFE PARATROOPERS AWARD
Early WWII heavy nickel contructed German Paratroopers
Award. Near all gilt to the eagles and Swastika and dark
wreath with silver highlights. The back marked G H OSANG DRESDEN and with round pin. Measures 54x41. ExC

67 - NZ WWII FIGHTING KNIFE
NZ made (most likely NZ CUTLERS CO. AUCKLAND)
WWII period private purchase fighting knife as used by the
Kiwis and Americans in the Pacific Theatre. 16cm Double
edged blade without makers mark and thin original blue.
Cast aluminium handle with knuckle bow and chequered
grip. Complete with original leather sheath. G-VGC
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56 - U BOAT CLASP
Nazi German WII U Boat bronze front clasp. Marked ENTWURF PEEKHAUS AUSF SCHWERIN BERLIN 668.
Fluted wide flat bottle type pin, 75x24mm. VGC
57 - FROGMAN CLASP
WWII Nazi German Silver K Men front clasp. Faint C.E
Juncker Berlin S.W 616 mark. Barrel hinge and thin pin
with convexed shape. Measures 74x25mm. VGC

63
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59 - PANZER AWARD
25 Engagement Nazi German Panzer award. Silvered
wreath and eagle, blackened tank with 25 mark at base. Hollow rivets and coke bottle shape pin. Measures 62x44mm
VGC
60 - HAKIM RIFLE
Circa 1950’s, Egyptian Military Hakim 7.9mm cal semi
automatic rifle. 25” Barrel with original compensator and
sights. The receiver marked Hakim etc, retains most finish.
GC original woodwork with some dings and loss to the varnish. Includes original magazine. G-VGWO&C ELR
61 - RASHEED CARBINE
Egyptian Military semi auto carbine based on the Harim/
AG-42. 20” 7.62x39 cal barrel with original sights and folding bayonet. Metalwork marked RASHEED etc and most
overall finish. VGC woodwork complete with original magazine. As only 8000 of these were made this is a rare early
semi automatic and is one of the better examples we have
seen. VG - ExCWO&C ELR

69 - US M3 TRENCH KNIFE
US Military WWII M3 fighting knife. 16 1/2cm Blued blade
without markings. The guard marked US M3 CAMILLUS.
GC stacked leather handle. Complete with M8 plastic scabbard. GC
70 - WWII FOLDING MACHETE
British Military G. BUTLER & CO. folding Airforce survival machete. A direct copy of the US Case or Cammilus
folding machete. 25 1/2cm Folding blade marked with
broad arrow 1945 and G BUTLER & CO. and with metal
guard and overall pin pricking. VGC Bakelite grips. As
used by the Airforce. GC
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62 - SKS RIFLE
Soviet 7.62x39 cal semi auto rifle. 20” Barrel with original
sights but bayonet removed. Metalwork with most overall
finish. Shortened 7R magazine laminated woodwork with
many scratches and dings plus fitted with rubber butt pad.
F-GWO&C ALR
63 - TOKAREV PISTOL
Chinese Tokarev TT51 semi automatic pistol. 4 1/4” 7.62mm
cal barrel, slide with original fixed sights and marked with
Chinese characters and serial numbers (matching on the
frame with 1958 date). The gun is also marked with German
proof marks. Metalwork has nearly all Military blue finish
and ExC black plastic star logo grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

68 - DEATHS HEAD COMMANDO KNIFE
WWII Middle Eastern British Commando’s fighting knife.
Nicknamed Deaths Head because of the silhoutte the cast
brass makes. Made locally in the Middle East for use by
Commando’s in the African campaign. 15 1/2cm single
edged blade, the hilt marked with broad arrow on both sides
and 184. Complete with original pebble grain leather scabbard. A very rare and unusual piece for the discerning knife
or WWII collector. ExC
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58 - INFANTRY ASSAULT BADGE
WWII Nazi German bronze infantry assault badge. Heavy
solid type with round pin. Contained in its original paper
issue packet with Nazi stamp. ExC

65 - VEKTOR PISTOL
South African Vektor Arms CPI 9mm semi automatic pistol.
4” Barrel, slide with fixed sights. Polymer frame and grip
with double action only trigger. Metalwork retains near all
original blue to the slide and polymer is without scratches. Includes two magazines (one with larger finger rest).
ExWO&C B/CLR

66

71
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71 - LONDON COLT NAVY REVOLVER
Antique circa 1855 single action percussion model 1851
Navy Revolver. 7 1/2” .36cal Octagonal barrel marked ADDRESS COL. COLT LONDON. The flats are marked
with correct London proofs as is each of the chambers. Metalwork has dark original patina with traces of original finish
turning plum colour, with some isolated nicks and bruises.
The cylinder without any trace of the Naval scene but with
original serial number which is matching throughout the gun
and is in the twenty five thousand range. The frame marked
COLT’S PATENT’. Steel London triggerguard and back
strap and VGC walnut original grip. The action is slightly
at fault, it cocks and indexes fine but does not fire from the
cocked postion otherwise G-VGWO&C NLR
72 - COLT POCKET REVOLVER
US Colt model 1849 pocket percussion revolver, circa 1852.
6” Octagonal .31 cal barrel with New York address, the barrel at some time past has been drilled and pluged under the
ram rod. The wedge is missing and has been fitted with incorrect style of wedge. Cylinder is marked Colts Patent and
serial number, which is the same on the frame, barrel and
guard. Metalwork has dark overall patina and has silver finish to some of the brass furniture and has heavy marks to
the butt and base of the grip. Mainspring at fault. FC NLR

4
73 - WILLIAMSON & MOORES REVOLVER
Antique American, circa 1860’s, National Arms Company
.32 cal Test-fire 5 shot revolver. 3” .32cal Round barrel
with original fore sight. The cylinder marked D WILLIAMSON’S PATENT JUNE 5-MAY 17 1864. Engraved brass
frame complete with integral loader and ejector on the right
hand side. Metalwork has dark original patina. VGC original rose wood grips. VGWO&C NLR
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82 - THOMPSON 30R MAGAZINE
Same as previous lot. VGC

74

74 - PEPPERBOX REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1840’s, American Allen & Thurber 6 shot
percussion revolver. 3” .32cal Barrels with faint markings
- ALLEN & THURBER WORCESTER NORWICH C-T
& PATENTED 1837 CAST STEEL. Metalwork with most
polished finish and some areas of staining and the double
action mechanism is strong. VGC original wooden grips.
VGWO&C NLR
75 - MOSIN NAGANT SNIPER RIFLE
WWII Soviet Union M91/30 Sniper Rifle. 29 1/2” 7.62x54R
cal barrel with original sights. The chamber ring is marked
with Hammer & Sickle in wreath 1943r Izhevsk arsenal
mark and Finish SA ordnance mark which is also on the
scope mount indicating Finish capture and re-issue. The
scope is PU type and marked with Muscova Optical logo
hammer & sickle 91/30 and serial number. The mount is
correctly braized to the gun and with turned down bolt handle. Metalwork with most overall finish. GC woodwork
with 1943 date and same serial number as the chamber. Butt
plate and magazine base are mismatched complete with
sling. VGWO&C ALR

81 - THOMPSON 30R MAGAZINE
30R Magazine for the US M1 Thompson 1928/M1 range
of S.M.G’s. Marked US 30 CARTRIDGE-CAL .45. Crosby
logo near all original blue finish. VGC

83 - AUSTRALIAN THOMPSON MAGAZINES
Rare and seldom seen Australian Army WWII Issue 6 cell
pouch for the .45 cal S.M.G complete with six 30R stick
magazines. ExC

75

84 - THOMPSON MAGAZINE POUCH
Three cell 30R Thompson pouch. Tan webbing marked US
MEDCORP SADDLERY CO. 1942. ExC
76
80

86 - THOMPSON ROD AND TOOL
Brass original cleaning rod and steel maintanance tool for
the US S.M.G. VGC
87 - THOMPSON BOOK
Thompson: The American Legend, The First Submachine
Gun by Hill. This hard cover collector grade book is a must
have for the collector with 550 pages and B&W photos. ExC
88 - SMALL ARMS OF THE WORLD BOOK
12th Edition (1983) of this must have book covering Military firearms country by country. Over 880 pages with
B&W photos. ExC

78

76 - NAGANT M1891 RIFLE
WWI Remington made Russian contract M91 7.62x54R
bolt action rifle. 32” Barrel with original sights, chamber
marked Remington Armoury 1918. Metalwork with near all
blue, bolt and action are matching, the stock is mismatched
but in VGC. Includes bayonet. VGWO&C ALR

94

77 - POLISH M44 NAGANT
Cold War 1955 period Polish Military M44 Nagant carbine.
21 1/2” 7.62x54R cal barrel with original sights and bayonet.
Chamber with 11 inside oval arsenal mark and 1955 date.
Metalwork retains all original blue. ExC original woodwork
complete with sling. In as issued. ExWO&C ALR
78 - THOMPSON 1928AI S.M.G
Most likely WWII Russian lend lease .45acp cal Thompson
S.M.G. 11” Fluted barrel fitted with Cutts compenstor. Receiver with late model basic battle sight and marked with
patent information Auto Ordnance logo and US model of
1928AI and Savage prefix serial number as well as US Ordnance inspection marks, lower and upper serial numbers, are
matching. Metalwork retains near all original finish. ExC
original butt stock with correct oil bottle and pistol grip. The
front fitted with good quality reproduction pistol grip and
includes its correct 20R magazine. ExWO&C CLR
79 - POLISH M63 S.M.G
Seldom seen Polish 9mm Makarov caliber compact sub machinegun. 6” Barrel fitted with muzzle break/hand protector
as well as original sights to the slide which is marked with
11 inside oval, arsenal mark and 1972 date. Receiver fitted
with two position selector, safe/full auto and sliding steel
stock. Metalwork retains near all original blued finish. VGC
original black plastic grip and folding front grip. Includes
original magazine. ExWO&C CLR
80 - CZECH M59 MACHINEGUN
Czech Universal Machinegun VZ59. 21” 7.62X54R cal
barrel fitted with original sights, flash hider and bipod. The
tang marked with 1963 date etc. Action uses a unique pistol grip cocking technique. Metalwork retains near all its
Military grey enamel type finish. ExC original woodwork
and includes its hopper, two ammo cans with link and maintainence kit. ExWO&C CLR
Lots can also be viewed prior to the auction at our retail
premesis located at SAI Guns & Ammo - 553 Great South
Road Penrose. Auckland

85 - THOMPSON MAGAZINE POUCH
Five cell magazine pouch to suit the 1928 20R magazines.
Olive green canvas without makers marks. ExC
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89 - KORTH REVOLVER
A very high quality German .22lr double action target revolver. 6” Barrel with original adjustable sights and with
1969 German proof marks. The frame marked MADE IN W
GERMANY WAFFENFABRIK W KORTH etc. Metalwork
retains near all bright blue finish. ExC original chequered
walnut grips. The quality and workmanship on these semi
custom guns are extremely high and are seldom seen in New
Zealand. ExWO&C B/CLR
90 - CZ GRAND REVOLVER
A seldom seen Czech Grand model .22lr target double action revolver, circa 1969. 6” Barrel with 6 shot cylinder and
original sights, the frame is marked CZ brno and MODEL
GRAND. Metalwork has near all original blue. VGC original chequered wooden grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

89

91 - FN .22 PISTOL
High quality Belgian FN match 150 .22lr semi automatic
pistol. 6” Heavy round barrel with rib and adjustable sights.
Metalwork with near all original blue. ExC original wooden
grips with palm swell on right hand side. Includes original
box with extra magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR

90

92 - MARGOLIN .22 PISTOL
Russian .22lr target pistol. 6” Barrel with adjustable sights.
Metalwork retains near all original blue. ExC plastic target
grips. Contained in its original wooden box with extra magazine, tools and spare parts. In as new ExWO&C B/CLR

91

93 - VOSTOK .22 PISTOL
Russian Mangolin semi auto target pistol. 6” .22lr Barrel
with adjustable sights. Slide marked VOSTOK and retains
near all blue. ExC black plastic grips, includes its box with
an extra magazine and a few small parts. VGWO&C B/CLR

93

94 - NO4 CRUCIFORM BAYONET
Rare cruciform shaped blade for the NO4 MKI SMLE 20cm
white steel blade. Socket is blued and marked G crown R
NO4 MKI SM. Includes its steel scabbard. ExC
79

95 - STERLING BAYONET
Bayonet to fit the Sterling 9mm S.M.G or Jungle Carbine.
20cm Blade in the white marked STERLING. Black alloy
grips and steel scabbard. In as issued ExC

5
96 - JUNGLE CARBINE BAYONET
NO5 MKI bayonet to fit the British Military rifle or Sterling
S.M.G. 20cm Blued blade with WSC & ordnance marks.
GC wooden grips. Complete with steel scabbard and webbing frog. VG-ExC
97 - OWEN S.M.G BAYONET
Scarce Australian Military WWII Owen gun MK I/I bayonet. Correct shortened pattern 1907 20.5cm blade with fuller
running through the point. Correct war time markings of OA
(Orange manufacture) broad arrow and X. Near all original
blue and VGC original wooden grips and correct shortened
NO1 scabbard. ExC

104 - PINFIRE KNIFE PISTOL
An unusual and rare small pinfire revolver knife pistol. 2 1/4
5mm cal octagonal barrel, 6 shot cylinder with faint proof
mark (Belgian?). The 3 1/2” blade is marked VERITABLE
LANGUIOLE (French) swing trigger. The grips appears to
be Horn. 13cm folded length. VGWO&C NLR
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105 - BARRELLESS PINFIRE REVOLVER
An unusual antique, circa 1860-70’s, barrelless pattern 7mm
pinfire revolver. 5x 2” Chambers with similar appearance
to a pepperbox, folding trigger and engraved action. Only
13cm overall in size. Most blue to the cylinder. GC original
wooden grips and strong action. VG-ExWO&C NLR

99
96

98 - 1903 PATTERN BAYONET
British Military SMLE bayonet. 30cm Blade with ordnance
marks and most overall blue. Black leather scabbard with
external chape and locket. GC

106 - LARGE PINFIRE REVOLVER
Circa 1860’s, Belgian Lefaucheux M1858 type pinfire double action revolver. 6” 12mm cal round barrel with octagonal breech and original sight. 6 Shot cylinder with Belgian
proof mark. The frame with borderline and foliate engraving. Metalwork has dark original patina with slight pin
pricking all over. VGC original chequered grips. Action is
strong. VGWO&C NLR

100

99 - 1907 WIRE BREAKER
Very rare wire breaker attachment to fit the pattern 1907
bayonet, folded sheet steel with most blued finish marked
C.H.P and also the number 7. VGC
100 - SEA SERVICE PISTOL
An unusual and rare privately made 18th Century British
Military Sea Service Flintlock pistol. 12” .60 cal steel barrel
with Military view marks, crown GR/arrow as well as VG
and Crown/6. The lock plate is not marked with Cypher or
Tower marking and has a rounded rather than step tail style.
It has a small amount of foliage engraving and is missing a
pin at the front. Metalwork with dark patina. The full length
wooden stock has brass mounts with small ear butt cap and
acorn finial and is missing the belt hook. The ram rod is a
later steel replacement. Action only cocks to 1/2 cock otherwise G -VGC NLR
101 - HOWDAH PISTOL
English, circa 1850, double barrel percussion Howdah
pistol by G & J Deane of London. 6” Approximately .69
cal damascus barrels marked G & J DEANE LONDON, the
underside with London proof marks. The back action lock
is also marked with makers name. The action, triggerguard
and hammers are engraved with foliate and bird designs.
Metalwork has an area of pinpricking on top and side of the
barrels as well as quite heavy marks to half of the right hand
side of the lock plate. Finely escutcheon one piece wooden
stock with percussion trap in the butt. A few small chips
missing on the left hand side GWO&C NLR
102 - TRANTER PERCUSSION REVOLVER
Antique circa 1850’s English double trigger second model
self cocking revolver. 6” Octagonal 54 bore barrel. The
top strap is marked with retailers name J VEISLEY. The
frame is marked No 4750 T (Tranters manufacture) and has
a safety spring as well as engraving to some of the action
and breech. Fitted with Tranters patent rammer with key
pivot connection. Metalwork has around 1/3 of the original
blue to the barrel but has flaked in other areas and has dark
patina. The action indexes and fires, but the trigger return
spring is at fault. VGC finely chequered original grips. GVGWO&C NLR
103 - SMALL BOXLOCK TRAVELLING PISTOL
A small Muff or Travelling percussion pistol by English
makers Meredith & Moxham, circa 1820, this early percussion pistol which also has the patent information marked on
the barrel - By permission of Forsyth the Patentee - (Forsyth was notibly the inventor of the percussion cap). This
is not often seen on percussion pistols and in our opinion
makes this a very early percussion period pistol. The 2 1/4”
round turn off barrel is approximately .46cal/40 bore and
is marked MEREDITH & MOXHAM LONDON and the
above mentioned patent information as well as Birmingham
proof marks and engraving to the muzzle. The rounded boxlock action features a cencealed trigger and safety and is
nicely engraved with stand of flags and sunburst designs.
Metalwork has grey metal patina and blue to the hammer.
VGC finely chequered wooden grip with blank silver escutcheon. VGWO&C NLR

107 - MEDIUM PINFIRE REVOLVER
Circa 1863-93 9mm cal Lefaucheux type double action revolver. 5 7/8” Octagonal barrel with top rib and unusual top
strap. Engraved action and 6 shot cylinder. Metalwork with
all over light pin pricking. ExC bone grips with lanyard ring.
VGWO&C NLR

102

108 - LUFTWAFFE UNIFORM
Nazi German Airforce Oberstleutnant (Lieutenant Colonel/
Wing Commander) uniform. The tunic is in VGC without
holes or tears. Silver piping to the collars with Oberstleutnant tabs and shoulder boards. The cuff title or the right
hand sleeve is the Geschwader Boelcke type which was
worn by Officers of the new Luftwaffe Flieger Gruppe who
had served in WWI. Left hand side of the tunic has the following awards: Transport/Glider clasp in silver, 1939 bar
to the WWI Iron Cross, WWI Army Pilot Commemorative
badge, WWII Pilots Award marked 900 and S O G in triangle makers mark and a gold Wound Badge. The right hand
side has the breast eagle and Deutch Gold Cross with five
piece construction and four rivet back. The peaked cap and
riding breeches are good quality post war replacement. ExC

101

103

104

109 - SS TUNIC
Very good quality post war German SS Standartenfuhrer
L.A.H (Hitlers Guard) recon unit tunic with collar tabs. VG
subdued shoulder bands with gold pipe and guilded L.A.H
monogramme. L.A.H cuff title is Officer quality and hand
finished in gold aluminium wire. ExC

105

106

110 - GENERALS PARADE TUNIC
Post War German Army Generals tunic. This is a very well
made version complete with collar tabs, shoulder bands and
breast eagle. ExC
111 - LUFTWAFFE BACKPACK
WWII Nazi German Airforce backpack/rucksack. Blue grey
cloth with black leather straps and kakhi webbing shoulder
straps. Marked Segger & Schilde Munster I/W 1941. Shows
quite heavy use with a tear at the base otherwise GC.

107

112 - PANZER OFFICERS CAP
Nazi German M43 black wool Panzer Officers field cap. Silver aluminium thread piping around the top and complete
with cockade and eagle. Twin pebbled finish aluminium buttons marked A 12mm. Grey silk lining with leather folded
edge to the inside of peek. Some slight staining to the peek.
Without holes or rips but showing good age. ExC

113

113 - GERMAN WINTER CAP
Nazi German Russian Front Winter Relief wool cap. Fitted with hollow back, SS hat Eagle, leather peek folded to
the inside and liner marked with ink Nazi Eagle/Swastika in
circle stamp. VGC
112

6
114 - GERMAN CIGARETTE CASE
Nickel plated case with embossed pattern. 1939 bar to Iron
Cross is rivited to the front, Tombac type with no silver finish and red enamel date. GD cypher with red enamel center.
Wool lining with spring clip and complete with original cigar cutter. VGC
115 - AFRIKA KORPS GOGGLES
Rare German WWII Afrika Corps Motorcycle Troops goggles. Brown leather around the alloy and glass lenses, cloth
strap. VGC

114

118 - BABY BROWNING PISTOL
Nice quality very collectable pocket pistol. 2” .25acp cal
barrel, slide with Herstal address and BROWNING ARMS
COMPANY legend. Metalwork retains near all original
blue. ExC BABY marked plastic grips. Also includes its
original plastic box with manual and brush. Hard to find a
better example. ExWO&C CLR

117
118
128
119

126

120 - BROWNING M1910 PISTOL
A very early, circa 1911/1912, Browning .380 cal semi auto
pistol. 3 1/4” Barrel with cal and Belgian proofs. Slide with
early type curve cut out and with integral sights. Herstal address in early font. Metalwork with nearly all original bright
blue. Correctly without magazine safety and ExC early
grips. This is the same model and caliber of pistol used to
assasinate the Archduke Franz Ferdinand in Sarajevo which
led to a chain of events that started WWI. The serial number
for this gun is interestingly only 125 away from that gun.
ExWO&C CLR

130 - WINCHESTER BOOK
Winchester, The Gun That Won The West by Williamson.
This classic long out of print book is a must have for the
Winchester collector. Hard cover, 480 pages. No dust jacket
otherwise GC

120
129

131 - WINCHESTER SHOTGUN BOOK
Winchester Shotguns and Shotshells by Studt. Hard cover,
large format, B&W photos, 180 pages. Covers all models
up to 1984. NEW
132 - AMERICAN DERINGER BOOK
The Deringer In America VOL I by Wilson & Eberhart.
Hard cover, large format, B&W and colour photos, 267
pages. VGC
133 - SIG SAUER P210 PISTOL
A very high quality and desirable Swiss Military Sig 9mm
cal semi auto pistol. 4 1/2” Barrel, slide with original sights
and marked with ‘A’ prefix, Swiss Cross and serial number
(Military issue) as well as the SIG logo which is also on the
frame. Metalwork retains near all original finish. ExC original chequered grips with lanyard ring. Includes its original
brown leather holster with extra magazine plus Olive cotton
pouch and original cleaning rod. The Sig P210 is considered one of the finest and most accurate Military pistols ever
made and this is one of the finest examples we have had for
sale. ExWO&C B/CLR

133

124 - BAYONET BOOK
Bayonet of the First World War by Bera & Aubry. Hard
cover, large format, 80 pages with excellent colour photos
and covers all countries. NEW
To help with transport for firearms from the auction
venue please bring gun bags and/or lock boxes.

129 - WINCHESTER M1890 RIFLE
US Winchester Model 90 .22lr pump action rifle, circa 1926.
24” Octagonal barrel with 3/4 magazine tube, original sights
and marked with Winchester barrel legend. The top tang is
fitted with factory Lyman peep sight. Metalwork has grey
metal patina with traces of original finish. The original
woodwork has an aged screw repair through the wrist of the
stock. GWO&C ALR

127

122 - BROWNING PISTOL BOOK
FN Browning Pistols - Sidearms That Shaped World History Expanded Second Edition by Vanderlinden. This book
covers FN pistols in great detail. Large format, hard cover,
B&W photos. In as new ExC.
123 - US RIFLE BOOK
US Military Bolt Action Rifles by Canfield. Hard cover,
large format, 429 pages, B&W photos and covers all models
with serial number tables. NEW

127 - WINCHESTER 94XTR RIFLE
US Winchester M1894 Big Bore lever action rifle. 20” 375
Winchester cal round barrel with full length magazine and
original sights. Marked WINCHESTER BIG BORE MODEL 94XTR -375WN and New Haven address. Metalwork
has near all original blue with a few minor marks to the ExC
straight cut walnut stock with sling swivels and original butt
plate. VG-ExWO&C ALR
128 - WINCHESTER 06 RIFLE
US Winchester model 1906 pump action .22lr rifle, circa
1917. 20” Round barrel with original sights and Winchester model 06 barrel legend and patent dates ending in 1911.
Fitted with 7/8 length magazine tube. Metalwork has thin
original blue to the receiver and the barrel and metalwork
without pitting. GC original woodwork has been refinished
sometime past and has original butt plate. G-VGWO&C
ALR

125

119 - WALTHER PPK PISTOL
German post war commercial PPK .32 cal semi auto pistol.
3 1/4” Barrel, slide with original sights and marked with
Ulm address. Metalwork has near all original finish with
slight muzzle wear and a few handling scratches. VGC
original brown plastic grips and finger groove magazine.
VGWO&C CLR

121 - BROWNING 1910 PISTOL
Belgian .32acp cal semi auto pocket pistol. 3 1/2” Barrel,
slide with integral sight and Herstal address. Metalwork has
near all orignal blue with only a few slight surface scratches.
ExC original FN logo plastic grips. ExWO&C CLR

126 - WINCHESTER 94AE RIFLE
A top example of a Winchester model 94AE (angle eject)
lever action rifle. 20” .356cal Round barrel with full length
magazine and original sights. Marked WINCHESTER
94AE cal 356 WIN and New Haven address. Bolt safety and
frame with cross angle eject. Metalwork retains near all
bright walnut stock with Uncle Mikes but pad and sling
swivels. In like new ExWO&C ALR

115

116 - GERMAN MOTORCYCLE GLOVES
WWII Nazi German dispatch riders gloves. Brown leather
and green canvas construction, shows good wear. VGC
117 - COLT MUSTANG PLUS II PISTOL
Very rare plus II version of the Mustang pocket pistol. 2 1/2”
.380 cal barrel, slide with fixed sights and marked COLT
MK IV/SERIES’ 80 - MUSTANG - 38 - AUTO - & PLUS
II. Stainless steel metalwork with only a couple of very minor handling scratches. ExC original black plastic Colt logo
grips. Includes its original blue plastic box with extra magazine. ExWO&C CLR

125 - WINCHESTER MODEL 1894 CARBINE
A very fine example of a circa 1960 pre 64 action lever action carbine. 20” Round barrel in 30.30 caliber with full
length magazine and Winchester address. Metalwork retains
near all original bright blue with only a few minor marks.
ExC original walnut straight cut stock with correct steel butt
plate. Hard to find a better example for the discerning Winchester collectors. ExWO&C ALR

134

134 - SIG P22O PISTOL
Swiss Sig Sauer model P220 9mm cal semi automatic pistol.
4 1/4” Barrel, slide with original fixed sights and marked
P220 SIG SAUER. Metalwork with near all original finish.
ExC original black plastic grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

7
135 - SUOMI SUBMACHINE GUN
A Finish built Swiss Military KP 31 ‘Suomi’ S.M.G. 12”
9mm cal barrel with ventilated shroud. The receiver has
Swiss ordnance marks. The rear sight is marked PATENT
1932 and SUOMI TIKKAKOSKI. Metalwork has thinning
original blued finish. Fitted with the seldom seen original
71R drum magazine. VGC original stock complete with
sling. VGWO&C CLR

146 - ENFIELD SHORT RIFLE
British Military Enfield pattern 1856 Sargents model short
rifle. 32 7/8” .577cal Barrel with bayonet bar on the barrel and forward extension ordnance marks. The rear sight
graduated to 400 yards on the bed and 1100 on the leaf. The
lock is without cyher or makers mark but with borderline
engraving. Metalwork has dark overall patina. ExC woodwork with steel furniture and bands. The swivels are located
on the band and rear of the trigger guard extension. VGExWO&C NLR

137

147

136 - SWISS M25 MG
A unique and seldom seen for sale Swiss Fusil Furrer 7.5mm
cal model 25 light machinegun. 23” Barrel with ventilated
shroud, original sights and bipod. The action is a toggle stystem similar to the Luger but fitted on its side. The magazine well with 30R magazine. Has 3 position selector and
marked WAFFENFABRIK BERN with cross. Metalwork
retains near all original blue finish. ExC original blue finish.
ExC original woodwork. Includes original spare barrel and
case. ExWO&C CLR

148

137 - SWISS G11 RIFLE
Swiss Military straight pull bolt action rifle. 30” 7.5x55
cal barrel with original sights and ordnance marks. Metalwork with thinning original blue. GC woodwork with sling.
GWO&C ALR

146

138 - SWISS SIG BAYONET
Bayonet for the M1957 Swiss Sig, 23 1/2cm polished blade.
Black knurled handle and polymer sheath. VGC

148 - SNIDER NAVAL RIFLE
A British Military Snider MKII** Naval model breech loading rifle. 30 1/2” 577/450cal Barrel with original sights and
bayonet lug. The breech is marked II** and the lock plate
1862. Metalwork has pinpricking on the barrel and action
with dark patina. The woodwork with brass furniture and
correctly without rear swivel, has an aged repair on the butt
and pressure dings around the action. GWO&C ALR

136

139 - CETME BAYONET
Spanish Military Cetme M1969 rifle bayonet. 21 1/2cm
Blued recurved blade, plastic grips and sheath with frog.
ExC

149 - SNIDER SAW BACK BAYONET
Scarce NZ Military saw back bayonet for the snider carbine
or short rifle. 46cm Blade with double edged point and saw
back. Marked with WD & ordnance marks as well as the
Kirschbaum Solinger contract mark. The guard with rack
number. Knurled leather grip with 4 rivets complete with
leather scabbard with flat ended steel schape. VG-ExC

142

140 - CZECH M58 BAYONET
Bayonet for the 7.62x39 cal M58 Military rifle. 17cm Blued
blade. Resin handle and leather sheath. GC

143

141 - COLT STOREKEEPERS REVOLVER
Colt Model 1877 Thunderer D/action revolver, circa 1866. 3
1/4” ‘Stonekeepers’ .41 cal barrel without ejector is marked
with Hartford address. Metalwork has grey to dark patina
with traces of original blue. GC original hard rubber birds
head grips showing wear. VGWO&C CLR

150 - ENFIELD/SNIDER YATAGHAN BAYONET
Yattaghan shaped blade for the British Military Enfield or
Snider rifle. 57.5cm Blade with Soligen makers logo and
without major staining. Leather hilt with wear and includes
leather and steel scabbard. VG-ExC

142 - COLT THUNDERER REVOLVER
Model 1877 Colt D/action revolver, circa 1902. 5 3/4” .41
cal barrel marked Colt DA 41 etc and with shrouded ejector
rod. Dark grey to black original patina. VGC original worn
hard rubber birds head grips with horse logo. GWO&C CLR
143 - COLT THUNDERER REVOLVER
Colt model 1877 D/action Thunderer revolver, circa 1905.
4 1/4” .41 cal barrel with Colt Hartford address and D.A.41
shrouded ejector rod underneath. Metalwork with grey to
black patina with thinning original blue in areas. ExC original hard rubber birds head grips. The gun fails to lock back
on single action but otherwise indexes and functions on
double action. VGC CLR
144 - S&W DA REVOLVER
Circa late 1800’s US S&W D/action version of the No3 revolver. 5 1/4” .44 Russian cal barrel with address on the top
hinged frame with most nickel plating to the right hand side.
A section missing on the left hand side between the trigger and hammer. GC original hard rubber grips and lanyard
ring. Action is strong. GWO&C CLR
145 - NZ WEBLEY REVOLVER
A seldom seen antique Webley R.I.C / Bulldog type D/action revolver. Retailed by NZ retailer Davies & Wilcox.
2 1/4” Octagonal .320 cal barrel with Birmingham proof
marks and the top strap marked DAVIES & WILCOX
WELLINGTON. The flat of the barrel is marked 320. Metalwork has most original blue to the barrel and the fluted 6
shot cylinder. The frame has faint case colours. Contained in
its oak box with orignal blue baize lining and trade lable for
English maker Robert S Garden London and includes ebony
turn screw. Hard to find better. ExWO&C CLR

147 - ENFIELD P61 SHORT RIFLE
British Pattern 61 Military Percussion Enfield two barrel
Sargents short rifle. 32 1/2” .577cal Barrel with bayonet
bar and original flip up sight graduated to 1000 yards and
ordnance marks. The lockplate is borderline engraved and
marked 1862 TOWER & ROYAL CYPHER. Metalwork
with dark grey original patina. VGC woodwork which has
been well refinished at some time as well as a small checked
repair underneath. Steel furniture and bands. Complete with
nipple protector and original rod. ExWO&C NLR

151 - BAKER RIFLE BAYONET
Very rare second pattern sword bayonet for the British
Military rifle, circa early 1800’s. 58cm Straight blade, with
only very minor staining, brass knurled handle with round
type nuckle guard spring catch and mortise slot. The guard
marked with 34. ExC

144

154

152 - BROWN BESS BAYONET
Original British Military, circa 1750, socket bayonet for the
New Land Pattern rifle. 43.5cm Blade with fullers to 3/4
of the blade, marked G.SALTER with ordnace mark crown
31. 10cm Socket 2.5cm diametre. Very minor staining to the
metal. Hard to find a better example of these early bayonets.
ExC

145

153

152

151
150

153 - P1859 POUCH
Rare British Military P1859 Sargents expense leather pouch
to hold ammunition for the pattern 1853 or similar rifle. Includes the original rare tin liner to hold 40 .577 cartridges.
Repair to the back strap. ExC
154 - P56 TOOL
Soldiers maintanance tool for the pattern 56 Cavalry carbine, 6th pattern variant issued 1860. Marked with broad
arrow and inspectors mark. ExC

149

155

155 - BUSHMASTER AR-15
US Bushmaster 5.56mm cal AR-15 semi auto rifle. 20”
Stainless steel ultra match fluted barrel with threaded end
for muzzle break etc. Flat top receiver without sights.
Round alloy forend and AZ style butt stock and ergo pistol
grip. Has alloy 20R magazine. In as new ExWO&C ELR

8
156 - AR15 RIFLE
A NZ made BRD brand AR15 .223 cal semi auto rifle. 20
1/2” Barrel threaded and fitted with custom over barrel supressor. Flat top receiver with picatinny rail and forward assist. Metalwork with near all original milspec finish. Fitted
with CAA collapsable stock and Hogue forend. Includes its
30R alloy magazine and thread on muzzle break. In near
new ExWO&C ELR

168 - PORTUGESE MAUSER RIFLE
Portugese Military Mauser M1904/M39 modified rifle.
23 3/4” 7.92x57 cal barrel with sight protectors and original sights. Chamber is marked with crest 1904 model and
DWM makers details. Split bridge rear receiver. Metalwork
with near all blue and external numbers are matching. ExC
woodwork and complete with sling and bayonet. ExWO&C
ALR

168

156

157 - L1A1 RIFLE
NZ Military ‘SLR’ .308 cal semi automatic rifle. 25” Barrel with flash hider and bayonet lug. Receiver with original
sights and marked L1A1 etc with 1963 date. Metalwork
with grey to dark original patina. GC original woodwork
complete with swivels and 20R magazine. G-VGWO&C
ELR

169 - GERMAN M91 CARBINE
Rare German Mannlicher Gewehr M91 8mm cal carbine. 18
1/2” Barrel with original sights and nose cone with stacking
hook. The sleeve with pin pricking marks. The ring marked
ERFURT 1892 & S. (conversion for later 8mm) as well as
Army acceptance marks. The side of the action is marked
Gew 91. Metalwork has all over quite heavy pin pricking.
The original woodwork with German Army marks is quite
dinged and has an old crack repair in the wrist and below the
chamber. The 88 and 91 rifles were used at the begining of
WWI including use by the Turkish at Gallipoli. FWO&C
ALR

157

158 - MAGPUL P MAGAZINE
30R Polymer AR15M16 Magpul magazine with counter
window. In original unopened packaging. NEW
159 - AR15 MAGAZINE
20R Alloy Windham brand .223 magazine. VGC
160 - AR15 MAGAZINE
Similar to previous lot but 30R and Korean made. GC

170 - LEE ENFIELD NO3 RIFLE
NZ Military WWI period SMLE III* .303 cal bolt action
rifle. 25” Barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. Ordnance and NZ Military marks on the chamber as well as
sold out of service marks. The wrist marked with royal cypher and 1917 SHT LE III*. Metalwork with near all finish.
Bolt and gun are, as often, mismatched. The stock number
is matching and the woodwork is in ExC with only a few
minor marks. Includes its original sling and 10R magazine
and oil bottle. ExWO&C ALR

171
170

161 - KING COBRA REVOLVER
Colt D/action stainless steel revolver, circa 1980/90’s. 6”
Barrel with original adjustable sights. Some scratching
around the triggerguard and barrel. Fitted with original
Packmayr rubber grips. G-VGWO&C B/CLR
162 - COLT 357 REVOLVER
A rare and seldom seen for sale in NZ Colt model ‘357’
D/action revolver, circa 1960. This deluxe version of the
Trooper model was only produced for a short number of
years and with only 15,000 made making it very collectable.
6” Barrel with original sights and marked COLT 357 etc.
Metalwork retains near all bright blue and ExC chequered
Colt logo grips. There is a slight ring/buldge in the barrel
which is only evident from the inside and the gun still shoots
well otherwise ExWO&C B/CLR

171 - P14 RIFLE
WWI British Military Enfield P14 .303 cal bolt action rifle. 27” Barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The
chamber marked with Rimington RE in oval makers mark
as well as ordnance marks. Metalwork retains near all blue
and serial numbers on the bolt and gun are matching. ExC
original woodwork with sling swivels and barely any marks
or dings and has ordnance mark in front of the magazine.
ExWO&C ALR

169

172 - WWI GURKHA KUKRI
A very rare WWI Gurkha regiment Kukri fighting knife. 34
1/2cm Heavy blued blade without markings. The handle is
made out of white metal instead of rosewood and is marked
with regimental inspection marks FG 721. Complete with
leather and steel sheath with broken retention strap. A similar Kukri is in F Stephens book Fighting Knives page 31.
VGC

161

163 - COLT COMMANDER PISTOL
Circa 1978 rare 9mm variant of the Colt series 70 Combat
Commander model pistol. 4 1/4” Barrel, slide with original
fixed sights and with Colt logo etc as well as German proof
marks. Metalwork retains near all original bright blue. ExC
original wooden Colt grips. In like new ExWO&C B/CLR

162

164 - COLT ‘22’ PISTOL
US circa 1990’s Colt model ‘22’ .22lr semi auto pistol. 4
1/2” Stainless steel .22lr bull barrel with fixed sights. Metalwork without major scratches. ExC black plastic one piece
grip and trigger guard. Includes its original blue plastic box
with extra magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR
165 - COLT 9MM MAGAZINE
Original magazine to fit the 9mm Colt commander model
semi auto pistol. Retains near all blue and marked Colt etc.
ExC
166 - COLT REVOLVER HOLSTER
Colt made brown leather holster to fit medium/large revolvers like the Army, New Special or Trooper. Marked with
Colt logo and C8 OMM. The top piece of leather under the
flap has been cut away slightly to allow easier draw otherwise VGC
167 - COLT LICENSE PLATES
NZ personalised license plates for the Colt collector. Ideal
as a gun room ornament or put it on your car! The plate
reads: 1COLT1 Includes transfer papers from the vendor.
ExC

167

173 - BRITISH WWI DAGGER
WWI period private purchase fighting knife/dagger.
13.5cm Blade with near all plated finish. The tang marked
CHARLES CLEMENTS. The guard has S shape to it and
rosewood grip. Complete with leather scabbard. VGC
174 - WWI FIGHTING KNIFE
A British pattern 1888 bayonet converted to a fighting knife
during WWI. In the early stages of the war it was common
practice to modify existing equipment for trench warfare as
they were often ill equiped. 15 1/2cm Double edged blade.
Metalwork with dark staining and patina. FC

163

164

174

172

175 - BANDOLIER
British/NZ Military most likely WWI period 90R bandolier.
Brown leather with twin brass buckles and missing one of
the pouches. Some cracking and splitting to the the leather.
Without makers mark. F-GC
176 - NZ FERN BADGES
Two NZ Military Silver Fern badges. Gold in colour with
aged patina marked NZ, measures 42mm. GC

177

177 - TURKISH BELT BUCKLE
WWI Turkish Army brass belt buckle. ExC
176

9
178 - BELGIAN AND FRENCH MEDALS
WWI 1914-1917 French Cross, plus a pair of WWI Belgian
medals. VGC
179 - WWI GERMAN SERVICE CROSS
Rare WWI Imperial German 25-40 year service cross. Excellent gold finish, unmounted with ribbon.VGC

188 - SPENCER BUFFALO RIFLE
A rare American Spencer repeating sporting rifle. Heavy
29” octagonal 46-56rf cal barrel with correct rear ladder
sight. The receiver is marked Spencer Repeating Rifle Bost
Mass and with patent dates of 1860 and serial number on
the top tang and faint inspectors initial. The barrel has most
original blue turning dark and the receiver with traces of
finish. VGC original woodwork with repair to the forend
with original pewter tip. ExC butt stock with original magazine tube. A top example of this hard to find rifle. ExWO&C
ALR Est. $5,000 - $6,0000

182

180 - 1914 IRON CROSS
WWI 1st Class 1914 Iron Cross, flat pin back type and
marked KO and makers mark under the retaining clip. Some
slight areas of rust coming through the enamel. 43x43mm.
GC
181 - BAVARIAN OBSERVORS BADGE
WWI Imperial German Bavarian observors badge, hollow
back type and flat bottle shaped pin, 70x47mm. VGC
182 - WWI GERMAN SUBMARINE AWARD
A very rare Imperial German Submarine award. The back
with flat pin and marked WALTER SCHOT fec, measures
50x48mm. GC
183 - ARMY ASSAULT BADGE
Rare Nazi German 75 General Assault badge. Some Gilt
to the wreath and number 75 at the base quite worn on the
edges of the eagle and bayonet/grenade etc. The back with
flat coke bottle shaped pin and 4 hollow rivets. The back has
been hand inscribed LT Meyer 1944 58?70 on the back of
the wreath, it is also inscribed by hand in Germanic but is
hard to make out. GC

183

189

188

184 - GOLD COMBAT CLASP
An extremely rare aluminiun version of the WWII German
close combat award in gold. The slightly convex back is
marked with the GWL in circle logo for Gebruder Wagerhof
Ludenschied. The backing plate retains near all its original
blued finish, the hinge and clasp are all constructed in one
piece with the clasp. The hinge is the correct fluted type.
GWL are one of the hardest combat clasps to find and the
aluminium variant is the rarest of rare. This is a text book
example for the discerning collector. ExC

184

185

185 - ARMY PARATROOPER AWARD
A very rare Nazi German zinc type late war Army Paratroopers award. Eagle in grey and blackened wreath with
sharp detail for late war. The back without makers detail
and with round pin. Faint inscription in Germanic lettering
Brandenburg .44. The Brandenburgers were an elite special
forces unit during WWII who operated on almost all fronts.
Measures 56x44mm. Unique oppurtunity for the advanced
German collector. ExC
186 - PILOT OBSERVOR AWARD
A very rare Juncker J2 type Nazi German Pilot/Observor
award. Fine detail to the eagle with silver highlights. Gold
wreath with slight wear to some of the high points. Concave
back with twin rivets and round pin. Marked C.E. JUNCKER BERLIN SW. A scarce award for the advanced German
collector. VG-ExC

186

191
190

187 - REMINGTON NEW MOD ARMY REVOLVER
US Remington antique, circa 1860’s-1875, percussion single action revolver. 8” Octagonal .44 cal barrel with loading lever. The barrel markings are faint but are PATENTED
SEPT.14.1858 E.REMINGTON & SONS ILION NEW
YORK USA NEW MODEL. Metalwork has dark grey patina with traces of original blue to areas of the gun. The underside of the barrel has serial number in the 93,000 range,
the side with W inspectors mark. GC original walnut grips.
Action is strong and indexes well. G-VGWO&C
192

187

189 - CONFEDERATE LEMAT REVOLVER
A very scarce and rare American Civil War Confederate
Navy contract LeMat and Girards patent two barrel revolver. (In the book on LeMats by Doug Adams, he states that
the London LeMats serial numbered in the 8000-9000 range
were part of a Confederate Navy contract made by Tipping
& Co in England). 6 1/2” Octagonal .42 cal rifled barrel
with 16 guage shotgun ‘grapes shot’ barrel underneath. The
top of the barrel is correctly marked in block letters LEMAT
& GIRARD’S PATENT LONDON. The side is marked
with Birmingham proof marks and the other side with the
serial number 8440 which is also located on the cylinder and
frame. The shotgun barrel is marked with Birmingham proof
mark and ‘18’ (bore diameter). The barrel is fitted with left
hand side hammer. The 9 shot cylinder is also marked with
Birmingham proofs. The frame has a single pin barrel assembly with Knurled locking nut and oval triggerguard. The
hammer has the central fold down nose to fire the shotgun
barrel. Metalwork has nice overall dark patina with large areas of dulling blue to the frame and some bruising to the barrel. VGC original chequered wooden grips with solid butt
cap with lanyard loop. This model is the last of the percussion LeMats and is a unique opportunity for the discerning
collector. VGWO&C NLR Est. $8,000 - $14,000
190 - ARTILLERY LUGER PISTOL
A very fine example of a WWI Imperial German LP08
‘Artillery’ model Luger pistol and Rig. 8” 9mm cal barrel
with original sights and marked with serial number and ordnance mark, the chamber dated 1917 and Imperial proofs
on the right hand side. The toggle marked DWM. All serial numbers on the gun are matching including the magazine (they seldom match) Metalwork retains most overall
original blue and faint straw colours. Some typical holster
wear at the muzzle and leading edges. ExC original wooden
grips. The back strap is unit marked JR 448 9K. According
to Jan C Still this unit was in Paschendaele at the same time
as the New Zealanders. Complete with its Imperial proof
marked wooden stock with shoulder straps, boot and 1916
dated holster with stripping tool and correct cleaning rod.
This gun is a WWI NZ capture gun by Otago Regiment
Soldier J Morton at Paschendaele. The holster is lightly
etched J.MORTON. N.Z. This is an excellent example of an
Artillery Luger and an amazing piece of NZ WWI history.
ExWO&C B/CLR
191 - SNAIL DRUM MAGAZINE
32R second model Luger snail drum magazine for the Artillery model pistol. Retains most original blue and marked
with Army acceptance mark, serial number, counters
and B/N Nurnberg makers mark, some minor speckling.
ExWO&C
192 - 1916 LUGER PISTOL
Imperial German Great War Luger P08 pistol. 4” 9mm cal
barrel marked with Army acceptance mark and serial number, the chamber dated 1916. The toggle marked DWM and
the side with Imperial proofs etc. Metalwork retains near all
original blue with just a bit of loss due to holster wear
around the muzzle, sideplate and leading edges of the frame.
The straw colours are still bright. ExC original grips. All external numbers are matching including the magazine which
usually doesn’t match. Contained in its original brown
leather holster with F.W. KINKEL makers mark under the
flap and has correct stripping tool. The back has a German
Unit mark 7D 10 10 4 I. Some splitting around the seam of
the holster. ExWO&C B/CLR
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193 - KRIEGHOFF LUGER PISTOL P893
An extremely rare side frame marked P code Luger manufactured by Krieghoff for commercial sales in Germany between 1935 and 1937. 4” 9mm cal barrel marked with the
Krieghoff/Luftwaffe Eagle over 2 proof and Crown over N
proof and without serial number. The chamber without
markings, the toggle is stamped with H/Anchor/K logo over
KRIEGHOFF SUHL. The side frame is marked Heirnich
Krieghoff Waffenfabrik Suhl. The front of the frame is serial numbered P893 and the 893 is also marked on the side
of the frame and magazine. Most of the small parts are not
numbered which is correct for this model which is only 1
of 200 produced with commercial/Military serial numbers. The metalwork is in ExC retaining nearly all original
bright blue and straw colours to the small parts and only
shows extremely minor holster wear to the high points of
the gun. ExC original brown plastic grips. Bore is in ExC
and shows little use. Contained in its correct period brown
leather holster with stripping tool and period magazine. This
is a unique opportunity for the serious Luger collection in
as good as it gets condition. From the M Willis Collection.
ExWO&C B/CLR Est. $10,000 - $12,000
194 - CASED M1893 BORCHARDT PISTOL
An extremely rare and seldom seen cased Borchardt semi
automatic pistol. Manufactured by Ludwig Lowe of Berlin
(who later became D.W.M.) In 1893 this pistol was the first
successful semi automatic pistol produced. Designed by
Hugo Borchardt and in 1899 modified by Georg Luger to
become the Borchardt Luger, made for the Swiss Army and
the prototype for the Luger pistol of world wide fame. 7
1/2” 7.63mm Borchardt caliber barrel marked with B.U.G
proofs and serial number 351 (the gun is all matching numbers except the magazines). Chamber is marked WAFFENFABRIK LOEWE BERLIN and BU proofed on the side.
The toggle is marked D.R.P. No 75837. Right hand side of
the frame is marked SYSTEM BORCHARDT.PATENT.
Metalwork retains 98% of its original blue and straw colours. ExC original finely chequered wooden grips. Presented in a 1920’s period correct compartmentalized green felt
lined leather bound case. The case contains all the correct
accotrements including three additonal magazines, correct
original stamped wooden hold open device and combination brass cleaning rod and oiler, correct wooden stock with
cheek piece, holster, sling, oil can, pin punches, screw driver
and an extremely rare original English language instruction
book with three exceptional fold out line drawings and like
the gun, is in excellent condition. This extremely rare ensemble has been in New Zealand for well over 30 years
and never been offered for sale before by us. It is the “Holy
Grail” for any serious Luger or semi automatic pistol collector. From the M. Willis Collection, Murray will be available
at the auction to discuss this and other items on offer from
his collection. ExWO&C CLR
EST $45,000 - $50,000

199 - RED DOT SIGHTS
Two Tasco Propoint red dot pistol/rifle sights, presumed
working, red dot lights up. GC
200 - BLACK POWDER REVOLVER CYLINDERS
Two 44 cal percussion cylinders most likely for reproduction 1860 Army? GC
201 - PARTS MYSTERY BAG
2kg of small parts for various firearms eg: springs and
screws. GC

193

194

203 - WWII FLAGS
Lot containing the following WWII period flags. Large
Mare Island 1942 Signal flag (loyalty group of New Caledonian Islands) used to communicate secretly, eg to warn
of Japanese attack etc. Blue and white tri stripe. Union Jack
flag plus 4 triangular ships pennants: 1945 Queen Carnival.
HMS Barfleur, HMS Howe and HMS WHIRLWING. F-GC
204 - EASTERN PERCUSSION PISTOL
Middle Eastern Percussion Bazaar pistol. 10” Octagonal
barrel full wood stock with steel furniture. FC NLR
205

207

209

210

197 - HUNTING KNIFE
Buffalo River Pig Sticher type fixed blade knife with sheath
and 9” blade. Leather sheath. ExC
198 - HUNTING KNIFE
Similar to previous lot but rubber handle and nylon sheath.

206 - EASTERN FLINTLOCK PISTOL
Middle Eastern Bazaar Flintlock with Mother of Pearl and
brass inlay stock. FC
207 - EASTERN PISTOL
Middle Eastern Bazaar Percussion holster/horse pistol. 9”
.65 cal barrel with engraving at the breech. The converted
from flint lock plate is also with engraving and ornate brass
backing plate, finial and butt. Appears to use some original
parts, action at fault. FC NLR

209 - PINFIRE PISTOL
Small double barrel break action pinfire pistol. 3” 7mm cal
barrels concealed triggers and wooden grip, plated finish is
lifting in some areas. One of the actions is at fault. FC NLR
210 - PINFIRE REVOLVER
Medium sized Belgian lefachex type 7mm cal pinfire revolver. 3 1/2” Octagonal barrel with Crown/R proof, 6 shot
cylinder and folding trigger. Engraved metalwork with most
nickel plated finish. Carved hard rubber grips. Action at
fault otherwise VGC NLR
213

196 - BLACK POWDER LOADING LOT
Assorted bag containing black powder reloading accessories etc. Includes cups, flasks, flints, solvent, brushes, keys
plus some shotgun reloading items. F-GC

205 - EASTERN PISTOLS
A pair of Percussion Middle Eastern Bazaar Officers type
pistols. 10” Blunderbuss style steel barrels. Metalwork with
pitting and dark patina. Full wood stocks with ‘nail head’
inlay. GC NLR

208 - TWO PINFIRE PISTOLS
Two similar large double barrel pinfire break action pistols.
The first 14mm with 7 3/4” round barrels and action at fault.
The second in 12mm and missing trigger guard and with
broken grips. P-FC NLR

*****20 MINUTE LUNCH BREAK*****

195 - TWO GUN BOOKS
Two small format soft cover Gun Collectors Fact Book and
Famous Guns from the Winchester Collection. VGC

202 - GUN RACK
NZ GUN ATTACHMENTS brand, four gun security rack.
VGC

211 - SMALL PINFIRE REVOLVER
Small Belgian lefauchex type 5.5mm pinfire revolver. 2
1/8” Octagonal barrel. Action with 6 shot cylinder and folding trigger. Engraved metalwork with most nickel plating.
Curved hard rubber grips. Action at fault otherwise VGC
NLR
212 - POWDER FLASKS AND HORNS
Antique shell pattern powder flask with unnamed top and
aged patina plus two modern horns without tips and tops.
F-GC
213 - PERCUSSION FOWLING PIECE
Most likely English percussion single barrel antique circa
1850 fowling gun. 35” 12 bore barrel with Birmingham
proofs back action type lock. All the metalwork has been
chrome plated and woodwork refinished. FWO&C NLR
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214 - ARABIC RIFLE
Antique Middle Eastern Snaphaunce Rifle. 42” Barrel with
steel bands holding the woodwork. The pin part of the action is missing and action is at fault. Woodwork with brass
furniture and ivory inlay. F-GC NLR

232 - AIR PISTOL
English Webley Senior .177 simple shot air pistol. Metalwork has dark grey to black patina, GC grips. GWO&C
233 - HAMMERLI MASTER AIR PISTOL
A very high quality Swiss Hammerli .177 cal CO2 powered
single shot target pistol. The side of the action marked Hammerli Master. Metalwork retains original blue and target
sights. Right hand target grip. Includes 10 cylinders, pellets
and box. VGWO&C NLR

215 - TURKISH RIFLE
Most likely tourist trade built from parts for sale in the Bazaar. 30” Heavy and large barrel. Flint lock action does not
hold on cock. Woodwork with brass inlay and Turkish symbol. GC NLR
216 - ARABIC PERCUSSION PISTOL
Antique Arabic percussion pistol. Carved 8 1/2” barrel, the
lock is percussion converted from flint and action is at fault.
Woodwork is carved and with brass carved butt plate. FC
NLR

214
237

217 - VICTORIAN POLICE BATON
A British 19th Century Victorian painted Police truncheon.
44cm Overall length, brown ribbed handle. The black, gold
and red painted section is a bit worn but the cypher and Superintend can be made out as well as LR. VGC

235 - S&W AIR PISTOL
A seldom seen and now quite rare, circa 1970’s, model 799
.177 CO2 powered target pistol styled on the model 41 pistol. Contained in its original but a bit tatty box with S&W
pellets etc. Condition presumed working. GWO&C NLR

215

236 - AIR PISTOL LOT
Crosman single action ‘cowboy’ gas pistol. Most overall finish but condition unknown plus a pair of Webley air pistol
grips and a main spring for a BSA .22 air sportsman, which
is unused plus a 4x15 airgun scope. GC

218 - TWO POLICE TRUNCHEONS
Two Police wooden truncheons. One with grooved handle
the other with knurled design, 40-44cm long. GC
219 - TRUNCHEONS
Similar to previous lot. GC

237 - WINCHESTER 04 RIFLE
.22RF single shot bolt action rifle. 21” Barrel with correct
sights. Metalwork with near all re-blue. Woodwork with a
crack in the forend. FWO&C ALR

216

220 - MOUNTED POLICE BATTON
Police batton for House Officers. 69cm Length with turned
handle. VGC

238 - WINCHESTER M55 .22 RIFLE
An unusual and seldom seen Winchester Model 55 single
shot .22LR rifle. This rifle has an auto ejecting system that
loads through the top and ejects underneath. 21” Barrel with
original sights and Winchester markings. Metalwork has
most overall blue with scattered faint speckling. VGC original woodwork. GWO&C ALR

233

221 - TWO HANDCUFFS
A pair of Hiatt Victorian style (most likely 30’s with key and
most plating), plus a pair of American handcuff Co with key.

235

222 - ASSORTED 308 AMMO
A bag lot containing approximately 12 linked with green/
white tips, 26 blanks, 61 linked FMJ/tracer, plus 50 projectiles. GC ALR
223 - ASSORTED AMMO
A bag lot containing approximately 30x Australian F4
7.62x51 13 7mm Mauser, 14 brass plus 17 12g. F-GC ALR
224 - 8MM AMMO
45R of 7.9mm surplus Military Mauser ammo. Most likely
Eastern European. GC
225 - 303 AMMO
64R of Surplus Military 303 in original 32R packets marked
MK7 1968. GC

239 - SINGLE SHOT GARDEN GUN
Break barrel antique 9mm garden gun. 24” Octagonal barrel
9mm GG cal with makers/retailers name JOHN PATSTONE
SOUTHAMPTON and with sights. Metalwork with most
dulling blue. GC woodwork. GWO&C ALR
238

240 - PIEPER .22 RIFLE
Belgian single shot Pieper .22 single shot .22RF bolt action
rifle. 23” Round barrel with makers details and 1909 patent.
Metalwork with some areas of pitting but most overall reblue. VGC woodwork without butt plate. GWO&C ALR

239

241 - WINCHESTER 04 RIFLE
Single shot .22 bolt action .22 short cal rifle. 20 1/2” Barrel
with thread for silencer and original sights. Metalwork with
overall pinpricking and grey patina. Woodwork has been
‘home’ chequered. FWO&C ALR

217

226 - 6.5x55 AMMO
31R of Highland Sporting ammo in original packets. GC
ALR

240

227 - .223 AMMO
Approximately 140R of Belmont .223 FMJ ammo. GC
ALR
228 - .223 AMMO
Same as previous lot. GC ALR
229 - .223 AMMO
220R of Russian Barnaul .223 62g g soft point ammo in
original boxes. GC ALR

242

230 - 303 AMMO
Two 48R packets 303 ammo. One packet Tracer Canadian
made and the other CAC FMJ. Packets are open and appear
to be complete. GC ALR
231 - 44-40 AMMO
50R packet of Remington 200g 44-40 soft point ammo. GC
ALR

234 - BSA AIR PISTOL
English BSA Scorpion .177 target pistol, circa 1970’s. Contained in its original but a little tatty box and the spring is
strong. GWO&C NLR

234

244

242 - REPRODUCTION SCHOFIELD REVOLVER
Italian Uberti made Navy Arms Co. model reprodution of a
S&W Schofield single action revolver. 7” 44-40cal Barrel
with original sights. Metalwork retains most original blue
and faint case colours on the small parts. VGC wooden grip
marked with inspectors mark and 1877. VGWO&C B/CLR
243 - REPRODUCTION FRONTIER REVOLVER
Italian Uberti Reproduction of a Colt 1873 S/a Frontier
revolver. 7 1/2” 44-40cal Barrel. Metalwork has near all
blue to the barrel and fading case colours to the frame and
with some minor handling scratches. VG walnut grips.
VGWO&C B/CLR
244 - REPRODUCTION REMINGTON REVOLVER
Italian Armi San Paolo remake of the Remington New Model Army percussion revolver. 8” .44cal Octagonal barrel, top
strap with adjustable sight. Metalwork with near all blue
VGC wooden grips. VGWO&C ALR
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245 - 1849 POCKET
Italian made reproduction of a Colt a .31 cal percussion Colt
Pocket revolver. 5 1/2” Octagonal barrel with rammer 5 shot
cylinder with scene. Case coloured frame with brass square
back baby dragoon style triggerguard. Metalwork with most
finish. VGC grip. VGWO&C BLR

253 - CZ M27 PISTOL
WWII Nazi German CZ27 .32 ACP cal pistol. 3 3/4” Barrel,
the slide with original sights and marked on top BOHIMISCHE WAFFENFABRIK A.G IN PRAG and the side Pistole
Modell 27 Kal 7,65. The frame has Waffen-amt which has
been pin struck out over the eagle. Metalwork has typical
wartime finish with makers marks and dull blue. ExC original grips. ExWO&C CLR

245

246 - REPRODUCTION WINCHESTER 66 RIFLE
Good quality Italian Uberti model 66 lever action rifle. 24”
Octagonal 44-40 cal barrel with original sights and full
length magazine, brass frame and tang fitted with folding
peep sight. Metalwork retains near all original finish. ExC
walnut stock. ExWO&C ALR
247 - WINCHESTER BOY SCOUT RIFLE
US Winchester Model 9422 XTR Commemerative Boy
Scout Association of America rifle, circa 1985. Limited run
of 15,000, features a 20” blued barrel with white steel barrel
bands and action which is engraved with Boy Scout images
and motos. The deluxe chequered walnut stock with lulage???? emblem. Top tang marked 1910-1985. Complete
with its original box with a tear to the slip cover. ExWO&C
ALR

254 - P38 MAGAZINE
WWII Nazi German P38 9mm Nazi proved at the base.
Near all blued finish. VGC
255 - LUGER/P38 AMMO
WWII original German pistol ammo for the Luger or P38,
1942 dated. Seal has been broken but the label is intact. ExC
ALR

246

248

257 - 1911 PISTOL BARREL
Barrel for Colt 1911A1 or similar .45 pistol, marked .45
AUTO and serial number and M.P above the linkage, shows
little use. GC

248 - WINCHESTER MODEL 64 RIFLE
Canadian made Winchester .22lr semi automatic rifle. 20”
Round barrel with iron sights. Receiver with period Weaver
telescopic sight. Metalwork with near all original finish.
ExC woodwork and includes 10 shot magazine. ExWO&C
ALR

258 - 1911 GRIPS
Two pairs of grips for the US Military 1911A1 pistol, brown
plastic without screws. ExC ALR

249 - BERETTA PERCUSSION SHOTGUN
An unusual Beretta 300 year Commemorative muzzle loading 12 bore shotgun. 30 1/2” Over and under barrels the top
inscribed 1680 PIETRO BERETTA GARDONE 1980 and
engraved between the hammers which are fully engraved as
are the lock plate and triggerguard. Metalwork retains near
all original blue and case coloured finishes. ExC woodwork
with III centuries emblem and it includes its original box.
ExWO&C ALR

252 - RADOM PISTOL
WWII Nazi German Polish Radom M.35 9mm cal pistol.
4 3/4” Barrel, the slide marked F.B.RADOM VIS Mod.35.
and PATENT info as well as the German P.35 (p) mark and
Waffen-amt. There is also another faint German mark on the
triggerguard. Metalwork has typical wartime thin blue with
staining to the slide and very fine speckling in a few areas.
VGC original Bakelite logo grips. Also includes its original
leather holster. G-VGWO&C B/CLR

259 - COLT M1916 HOLSTER
Original WWII brown leather flap holster for the 1911 pistol. Marked ENGER-KRESS on the back and US in oval
on the front. Enger Kress is one of the least seen makers,
complete with leather tie strap. Shows age but in ExC

247

260 - 1911 SHOULDER HOLSTER
WWII M3 shoulder holster for the 1911/1911A1 pistol.
Front embossed US and the back USMC BOYT and most
likely a date but can’t be made out. Some cracking to the
black leather on the edges and strap. VGC

250 - WALTHER P38 PISTOL
WWII Nazi German P38 9mm cal semi auto pistol. 5” Barrel with original sights, the slide marked P38 ac 41 (Walther
1941) and serial number, the otherside is marked with
Waffen-amts 359 which is also on the frame and barrel. All
external serial numbers are matching and triggerguard without ac (first model, second variant). Metalwork retains most
its original early high quality blue finish which has thinned
on the grip strap and leading edges. ExC original brown
Bakelite grips and includes its un-numbered but Wartime
Walther P38 magazine and hard shell holster marked bdr 43
and large P38. ExWO&C B/CLR
251 - G DATE LUGER PISTOL
A seldom seen for sale Mauser G Date Luger pistol. 4” 9mm
cal Barrel the chamber marked with G (secret code for the
year 1936 to foil the Versailles arms inspectors). The toggle
marked S/42 (Mauser code). All serial numbers are matching except the magazine which is the correct type. Metalwork retains most overall original blue finish with a bit of
holster wear to the typical areas and staining above the left
hand grip. VGC original grips and complete with its correct
1936 dated holster with stripping tool and extra magazine.
G coded Lugers are one of the first Lugers produced in the
re arming of Germany in the 1930’s and this is one of the
few examples we have encounted. VG-ExWO&C B/CLR

256 - LAHTI MAGAZINE
Spare magazine for the Finish or Swedish Lahti L-35 9mm
pistol. Retains near all original blue. ExC

249

261 - LUGER BOOK
Standard Catalogue of Lugers by Davis. Soft cover, large
format, B&W photos, 255 pages. Great identification book
with pricing as well. GC
262 - NAVY LUGER BOOK
The Navy Luger by Gortz & Walter. Medium format, hard
cover, 128 pages, B&W photos. Excellent reference. ExC
263 - TOKAREV MAGAZINE
Magazine for the Russian type 33 7.62 cal pistol. ExC
264 - TOKAREV BOOK
Collectors guide to Tokarev Pistols by Remling. Soft cover,
small format, 81 pages with B&W photos. GC

250

252

265 - H&K M270 RIFLE
Good quality, circa 1980’s, German Heckler & Koch .22lr
semi auto rifle. 19 1/2” .22lr Barrel, the front sight is present but does not have the small cross pin that secures it
in place. The receiver is marked Heckler & Koch etc and
is fitted with 4x40 telescopic sight (the rear sight has been
removed). Metalwork retains near all original bright blue
VGC original wooden stock and includes its 5R magazine.
VGWO&C ALR
266 - H&K .22 MAGAZINE
20R magazine to suit the H&K model 270 .22lr semi auto
rifle. Retains near all bright blue finish. If purchased with
the previous lot an E category license is required. ExWO&C

253
265
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267 - BRNO .22 RIFLE
Vintage, circa 1957, Czech BRNO model 2 .22lr bolt action
sporting rifle. 25” Barrel with original sights with adjustable
rear and BRNO markings. The receiver grooved for scope.
Metalwork retains nearly all original blue. VGC original
woodwork with some scratches to the clear coat. Includes
its original 5 shot magazine. VGWO&C ALR

279 - WALTHER PP PISTOL
German pre war Walther semi auto pistol. 3 1/2” .32 cal
barrel. Slide with original sights and Zella-Mehlis address
and cal and PP marks. Metalwork has most original finish
thinning on the leading edges and grip strap. VGC original
black plastic banner logo grips. Magazine with finger rest.
VGWO&C CLR

267

268 - CZ 527 RIFLE
Czech BRNO model 527 .223 bolt action sporting rifle. 24”
Barrel with iron sights and 1993 proof date. Fitted with Tasco 3-9 telescopic sight and detachable 5R sight. The action
has a set target trigger. Metalwork retains near all original
blue. ExC original wooden stock. ExWO&C ALR

280 - WALTHER P88 PISTOL
High quality German, circa 1988-96 Walther semi automatic pistol. 4” 9mm cal Barrel with white dot sights, slide with
banner logo P88 MADE IN GERMANY. Features single/
double action with ambidextrious decocker. Metalwork retains near all original blue finish. ExC original black plastic
grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

268

269 - BRNO ZG47 RIFLE
A high quality and very desirable Czech model ZG47 hunting rifle, circa 1956. 24 1/2” 30.06cal Barrel with original
iron sights and BRNO markings etc. The receiver is also
marked BRNO and ZG47 on the side of the chamber. The
receiver is fitted with one piece bridge mount and its correct
Meopta brand 4 power telescopic sight. Metalwork retains
most original blue finish which is thinning on the leading
edges. ExC original wooden stock with only a few minor
scratches and dings. A nice example of a seldom offered for
sale vintage rifle. VG-ExWO&C ALR

269

282 - WALTHER .22 PP PISTOL
German Pre War .22lr version of the PP pistol. 3 1/2” Barrel
with original sights and marked with Zella Mehlis address
Cal 22 and Model PP. Metalwork has near all original finish.
VGC original Walther banner plastic grips. VGWO&C CLR

273

270 - GERMAN CUFF TITLES
Two pairs of Nazi German Cuff Titles: 2 SS cuff titles lutzow and Littorin and Luffwaffe dark blue Bagdgeschwader
Schlageter title. VGC
276

271 - GERMAN SHOULDER BOARDS
Matching pair of WWII German Army Admin Lt Colonels
slip on shoulder boards. ExC

277

278

279

287 - FLARE GUN PARTS
British Military brass WWI period flare gun parts. Includes
flare barrel, grips, trigger and guard and small parts. GC

274 - MINESWEEPER AWARD
Nazi German Minesweeper/Sub Chaser Naval award.
Slightly concave back with flat bottle pin and scratch with
recipients name KLIEN 211542. Most gilt to the wreath and
silver finish to the explosion. VGC

277 - SS COLLAR TABS
A very rare pair of Nazi German SS Totenkopf collar tabs,
circa 1940. Horizontal mirrored type with skull on both
tabs. These were only issued for a short period of time. This
item shows nice age and are in ExC.
278 - SS ARM BAND
Nazi German wool SS arm band. Red wool band with black
edging and Swastika on white back ground. The black and
white sections are made from grosgrain material. There is a
couple of small pin prick holes otherwise ExC.

285 - 19MM FLARES
Box of 20 signal flares to suit the German H&K flare pistol/
launcher. ExC NLR
286 - 19MM FLARES
Same as previous lot. ExC NLR

273 - DESTROYER AWARD
Nazi German Naval Award. Flat back with round pin and
without makers mark. Most gilt thinning on the high points
of the wreath, measures 55x44. GC

276 - SS RING
Nazi German SS Totenkopth ‘Deaths head’ ring. Black
enamel with silver skull and SS motto Meine Ehre heist
Treue. The inside marked D.R.G.M and SS runes in diamond. Contained in its black ring box with runes in silver in
circle and red velvet and white silk lining. VGC

283 - P38 HOLSTER
Post war black leather holster to suit the P38 pistol. Without
makers mark. ExC
284 - WALTHER PP GRIPS
Original black plastic with banner logo. ExC

272 - AUXILLARY CRUISAR AWARD
Nazi German naval award. Flat back with round pin and no
makers marks. Near all dark gilt to the wreath and eagle.
Measures 54x42. VGC

275 - OTTO KUMM PORTRAIT
A rare signed and numbered limited edition Artist proof
of famous WWII Brigadehfuhrer & General Major of the
Waffen SS. Otto Kumm 1909-2004 was a very heavily decorated soldier, winner of the Knights Cross with oak leaves
& swords as well as the German Cross & Infantry assault
badge in silver. This proof is numbered #45 and is signed &
dated by the artist Michael Wooten 1993. It is also signed by
Otto Kumm. Measures 52x42cm framed under glass. ExC

281 - WALTHER P1 PISTOL
West German P1 version of the P38 pistol. 5” 9mm cal
Barrel, slide with Walther banner and P1 Kal 9mm 10/73
date. Metalwork with near all parkerised and black finish.
ExC wooden chequered grips. Includes correct Police type
leather holster. ExWO&C B/CLR

288 - NO9 BAYONET
No4 single blade bayonet with steel scabbard. VGC
289 - K98 BAYONET
German Mauser 98 bayonet, wooden flat grips, steel scabbard, grey metal patina. GC
280

282

281
275

290 - CANADIAN TRAINING RIFLE
WWII Canadian Military issue Cooey M82 .22lr single shot
bolt action training rifle. 26 1/2” Barrel with original sights
and Canadian Military inspection mark on the chamber as
well as COOEY .22cal MODEL 82. Metalwork has most
overall blue finish. VGC original woodwork with correct
Military C broad arrow and serial number on the underside
of the pistol grip. GC full wooden stock with swivels. One
of the barrel band screws is a replacement. GWO&C ALR
291 - ARISAKA TRAINING RIFLE
WWII Japanese Arasaka Type 38 training rifle. 31” 6.5
blank smooth bore barrel with original sights. Metalwork
with most overall blue thinning on the action. ExC woodwork with cartouches and swivels. VGWO&C ALR

290

291

14
292 - THOMPSON 1928A1 SUBMACHINE GUN
WWII Thompson .45 acp cal S.M.G. 11” Ventilated barrel
fitted with Cutts Compensator. Receiver with Lyman adjustable sights and marked U.S. MODEL of 1928a1, Savage
prefix serial number, Thompson and auto ordnance legends
and patents as well as marked with two British nitro proof
marks. Upper and lower receivers are matching. Metalwork
has most overall parkerised finish. The woodwork has the
sling swivels in the British style on the top of the butt and
side of the horizontal forend. Although not marked with
British ordnance marks we believe this to be British issue
as they were not always marked. The woodwork has had the
original swivel holes filled as was often the practice and has
some handling dings. VGWO&C CLR

303 - MP40 LOADER
Magazine loader for the German S.M.G. Blued finish thinning to grey in places. No makers mark. GC

292

304

305 - RUSSIAN DP MACHINEGUN
Soviet DP28 L.M.G 23 3/4” 7.62x54R barrel with original
flash hider, sights, ventilated shroud and fitted with bipod.
The receiver with original sight, arsenal mark & 1951 date.
Metalwork retains near all original finish. ExC, like new,
wooden butt stock with oiler and swivels. Includes 48R pan
magazine. Hard to find better in like new ExWO&C CLR

293 - THOMPSON DRUM AND STICK MAGAZINE
A US Army marked webbing belt fitted with a five stick
magazine pouch and a 50R drum magazine pouch. The
pouches contain five excellent condition 20R stick magazines stamped Auto Ordnance Corp, Bridgeport Connecticut. Each magazine has two .45 cal nickel plated dummy
rounds in place together with and ExC original ‘L’ 50R
drum magazine stamped Auto Ordnance Corp, Bridgeport
Connecticut. One of the best original drum mags we have
ever seen. A real gun room show piece for the discerning
Thompson collector. From the Willis Collection. ExC

306 - NAGANT REVOLVER
Russian Military Nagant model 1895 double action gas seal
revolver. 4 1/2” 7.62 cal barrel. The frame with Tula arsenal marks and 1911 date. Metalwork with grey patina with
traces of finish. Original wooden grips show wear complete
with lanyard ring. GWO&C B/CLR

300

306

294 - US MARINE CORPS THOMPSON MAGAZINES
A US Marine Corps, marked 3, magazine pouch for the
Thompson submachine gun containing three ExC 30R stick
magazines. Makers stamp R.M.Co Military order number
45412 & date 1944 stamped on the rear of the belt loop. In
unissued condition after 71 years! . ExC
295 - THOMPSON WOODWORK
Woodwork the 1928A1 S.M.G butt stock and horizontal,
forend with sling swivels underneath plus pistol grip. Includes screws. Some dings and chipping of the finish. GC

307 - NAGANT REVOLVER
Model 1895 Nagant revolver. The 7.62 cal barrel has been
shortend to 2 1/2” and new sight sweated on. Metalwork
without any clear markings, has dark refinish worn and varnished grips. FWO&C CLR
308 - M1873 GASSER REVOLVER
Antique Austro-Hungarian Improved Military model 1873
Montenegrin revolver. 5” 11mm cal Barrel and marked MF
patent (Max Fliegenschmidt) and Belgian proofs. Metalwork with grey patina and star borderline engraving. GC
original grips. GWO&C CLR

308

296 - THOMPSON WOODWORK
Similar to previous lot but with the swivels on the tip and
side in the British style. GC
297 - THOMPSON DRUM MAGAZINE AND CASE
A very nice US marked 1942 dated canvas carry case for the
L Drum. Contains an excellent United Specialties made 50R
drum magazine marked Auto-Ordnance etc. Complete with
shoulder strap and belt loop. ExWO&C

309 - MODEL 1870 GASSER REVOLVER
Austro-Hungarian Gusser open top frame revolver. 3 3/4
9mm cal octagonal barrel, 6 shot cylinder marked L GASSER WIEN. Metalwork has been cleaned back to the white.
GC wooden grips with lanyard ring. Action fails to hold on
cock but indexes. FC CLR

309

301

298 - THOMPSON OIL BOTTLES
Plastic (Etaylene Binyl Actetate Copolymer) bag containing
5 unissued oil bottles for the 1928/M1 S.M.G. Still in cosmolyne paper wrapper the EVAC bag has cracked accross
the weld. ExC
299 - MILITARY 45 AMMO
50R packet of WWII Winchester 230g FMJ for the Thompson/Colt etc. Ideal for display. ExC ALR
300 - MP40 MAGAZINE POUCH
Rare WWII leather three cell pouch for the MP38/40
S.M.G. Marked in oval STOZLA 41 WIEN. Dark brown
leather with steel studs and D loop, twin angled belt loops.
This is the type used by SS and Police. ExC
301 - GERMAN SMG MAGAZINE POUCH
Three cell brown leather magazine pouch with a fourth
small pouch for loader. Each magazine cell with its own flap
and brass stud. Angled belt straps and chromed D ring. It is
the type used by German/Austrian Police in WWII era possibly Belgian? The cells have a slight curve. VGC
302 - MP40 MAGAZINE
Magazine for the German S.M.G marked M.P38 U.40 as
well as code marked KUR 43 and Waffen-amt. Speckled
pinpricking and most finish. GC
Estimates - Although we do not print most estimated prices
we will be happy to provide them for you. Please contact
Greg on +64 9 579-3771

304 - SVT 40 RIFLE
Soviet WWII 7.62x54R semi auto rifle. 24 1/2” Barrel with
flash hider, bayonet lug and original sights, chamber with
1941 date. Metalwork with most typical arsenal refinish.
GC correct woodwork, arsenal re-numbered to the gun.
Has a replacement commercial marked 10R magazine.
VGWO&C ELR

310
311

305

310 - LONG TOM RIFLE
British Lee Enfield MK I* .303 bolt action rifle. 30” Barrel
with original sights, nose cone with bayonet bar without rod
hole. The wrist marked LEE SPEED PATENT B.S.A.Co.
Metalwork has grey patina, bolt and gun are matching.
VGC original woodwork with only a few handling marks.
Includes its lobing sight swivels and brass butt plates. No
ordnance marks or royal cypher make this a soldiers private
purchase commercial gun. VGWO&C ALR
311 - WINCHESTER P14 RIFLE
British Military WWI P14 Enfield rifle. 27” .303cal Barrel
with original sights. The chamber marked with W prefix
(Winchester made). Bolt and gun are matching. Metalwork
with most original blue and British broad arrow and ordnance marks with lobbing sight, swivels, brass disc and
broad arrow marked and IW in circle PAT 14 as well as N
arrow Z 14513 (the serial number is not matching to the gun
but is 1500 away). This is possibly a NZ P14 that has been
arsenal repaired. VGWO&C ALR
312 - LEE ENFIELD NO4 RIFLE
WWII NZ Military SMLE No4 MKI* bolt action rifle. 25”
Barrel with original sights. Receiver marked No4 NKI* N
LONG BRANCH 1942. The wrist NZ marked. Bolt and gun
and stock are matching. Metalwork with most overall finish.
VGC woodwork with swivels and includes spike bayonet.
VGWO&C ALR
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313 - LONG TOM SIGHT
BSA pat 1907-08. Appenture/Sniper sight for the British
Military rifle. GC

323 - CALLISHER & TERRY DOUBLE RIFLE
A very rare Callisher & Terry 40 bore double barrel percussion capping breech loading Big Game rifle. 28” Barrels
with four leaf express sights marked Terrys Patent 40 Bore.
The finely engraved locks marked Callisher & Terry, both
with matching hammers. Scroll engraved furniture with
shell decorated finial. The excellent original woodwork with
chequered wrist and forend with original varnish. The pistol
grip has a Buffalo horn tip. Double Terry’s are extremely
rare world wide and this is the first we have ever had for
sale. ExWO&C NLR Est. $10,000 - $12,000

316

314 - SMLE MAGAZINE
Original 10R magazine for the No3 Lee Enfield rifle. VGC

323

315 - LEE ENFIELD BOOK
The British Service Lee by Skennerton. Hard cover, large
format, B&W photos. Great reference book, covers the Lee
Metford through to 1980. VGC
316 - PATTERN 1888 BAYONET
British Military Long Tom P1888MKII bayonet. 30.4cm
Blade with ordnance and Wilkinson marks and 4 01 date.
No cleaning rod hole in the grip variant. Clearance hole in
the pommel. Complete with scabbard. VGC

317
324

317 - 1903 BAYONET
British Military pattern 1903 SMLE bayonet. 30.4cm Blade
with nice issued patina and ordnance marked with MOLE
and royal cypher as well as 1903 and 11 04 dates. VGC
original wooden grips and complete with original ordnance
marked leather bound scabbard with integral frog. VGC
318 - SMLE MAGAZINE
Lee Enfield No4 10R magazine, thin original finish. GC

325 - CASED PURDEY FOWLING PIECE
Antique percussion 16 bore double barreled fowling gun by
one of Englands finest makers. 30” 16 Bore browned barrels marked in block letters J PURDEY 314 1/2 OXFORD
STREET LONDON. The underside marked with JP logo,
London proofs and serial number 1998, platinum band and
blow out plugs at the breech. Most brown finish to the barrels and silver foresight. The action with automatic 1/2 cock
safeties and marked PURDEY. Dolphin shaped hammers
with foliate and borderline engraving. The steel triggerguard
is also engraved and extends in to a pineaple finial. The wrist
with grip safety marked patent. Metalwork is in VG order
without pitting and retaining alot of finish. ExC bur walnut
stock with steel butt plate extending in to speer shaped finial
which is also under the grip safety. Finely chequered wrist
and engraved top section. Complete with brass tipped rod.
Contained in its original case with brass reinforced corners
and edges. The case has its original green baize lining with
original Purdey trade label. The case contains many original
accessories including a leather bound dixon flash, shot bag,
capper, small shot tin, spring clamp, caps, rod, nipple and
turn keys. A fine set for the discerning collector. ExWO&C
NLR Est. $25,000 - $28,000

320

319 - M1 CARBINE MAGAZINE
Cut down 5 shot magazine for the U.S carbine. GC
320 - WEBLEY MARK I PISTOL
A very nice example of a British Military WWI Navy model
automatic pistol. 4 1/2” .455 cal automatic barrel with original foresight and proof marks, the slide with correct rear
sight and marked on the left hand side marked with Webley
and Scott winged bullet logo and WEBLEY & SCOTT Ltd
PISTOL SELF-LOADING .455 MARK I N (Navy issue)
1914. The gun is also broad arrow and ordnance marked
in many places and has a serial number in the 5000 range.
Metalwork retains most overall blue thinning to the leading
edges and minor stainning to the front of the slide. ExC original grips without chips, grip safety frame with lanyard ring.
Includes its original magazine. One of the best examples we
have seen and a unique opportunity for the advanced British
Military collector. ExWO&C B/CLR
321 - 1914 ERFURT LUGER PISTOL
A nice model early WWI 1914 dated Erfuri P08 Luger pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel with original sight, Imperial Army
proofs and serial number. The chamber dated 1914. The toggle marked ERFURT (manufactured by the Imperial German arsenal Erfurt near Thuringia in central Germany).
The crown on the toggle stamp is correctly broken for this
year. 1914 is the rarest of all Erfurt Lugers as only 7000
made and there are no 1915 Erfurt Lugers. Metalwork retains most original blue and straw colours, holster wear to
the side plate and muzzle. This gun is extensively Erfurt
proof marked and with all matching numbers including the
magazine. ExC original wooden grips. The gun includes its
original ExC brown leather holster marked with Hannover
makers name and 1914 date. The holster contains it stripping tool and matching number extra magazine. From the
Willis collection. ExWO&C B/CLR
322 - 1911 ERFURT LUGER PISTOL
A fine early model WWI used Erfurt P08 Luger pistol. 4”
9mm cal barrel marked with Imperial German Acceptance
and Erfurt proofs and early three digit serial number without
letter suffix. All serial numbers are matching including the
magazine. The chamber dated 1911 and the toggle marked
ERFURT with crown. The gun is extensively Erfurt proved.
Metalwork has most original blue and straw colours with
slight hoster wear to the high points. ExC original grips. The
frame is the pre stock lug model and the front grip strap
is unit marked 110.R.M.G.26. Presented in a nice wooden
box with green felt lining, Erfurt plaque in lid and includes
a cleaning rod, magazine, pin punch, key and packet of
ammo. A great example of a fine WWI pistol from the Willis collection. ExWO&C B/CLR

321

322

326

327

328

329

324 - PRINCE PATTERN CARBINE
A rare Prince pattern 56 cal percussion capping breech loading carbine. 23” Stepped damascus twist barrel with original
3 leaf carbine sights, showing much original brown. Back
action lock marked Wilkinson & Son London, also has
LAC (London Armoury Co), unique sliding barrel breech
loading mechanism. The barrel tang is marked Princes Patent & L.A.C. Metalwork has a smooth original grey metal
patina, excellent original chequered woodwork with orignal varnish. These carbines were triald by the British Military & appears they were issued on an experimental basis.
ExWO&C NLR Est. $8,000 - $10,000

326 - PINFIRE DOUBLE PISTOL
9mm cal double barrel pinfire travelling pistol. 4” 9mm
cal barrels marked with Birmingham proofs. The action
with slight engraving and also to the trigger guard. Metalwork with dark original patina. The chequered grips are
quite worn and have an aged repair to the left hand side.
G-VGWO&C NLR
327 - ARDENT PINFIRE REVOLVER
Nice example of Antique, circa 1857-89, swing trigger Lefaucheux revolver. 3 1/3 7mm cal octagonal barrel
marked ARDENT A LIEGE BREVETE REGLE. Metalwork retains most original blue to the cylinder and thinning
to the action. ExC original varnished wooden grips with
shell ejector in the butt. A nice high quality pinfire. Action is
strong. ExWO&C NLR
328 - GERMAN PINFIRE REVOLVER
Most likely German solid frame double action medium
sized pin fire revolver. 4” Octagonal 7mm cal barrel, 6 shot
cylinder. Metalwork with dark original patina. VGC original
chequered wooden grips. Action is strong. VGWO&C NLR
329 - LARGE PINFIRE REVOLVER
Large Spanish Military style pinfire revolver. 6 1/4” 12mm
cal octagonal to round barrel inscribed in gold J?? DOMINGO SALBERDI EBAR. 6 Shot cylinder, action with
engraving. Metalwork with grey to dark patina with original
grips. Action at fault. GC NLR
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330 - PINFIRE REVOLVER
Swing trigger antique medium sized Lefaucheux type double action 7mm cal pinfire revolver. 3 1/4” Octagonal barrel,
6 shot cylinder. Engraved all over and retaining some original nickel plateing. ExC original ivory grips. VGWO&C
NLR

330

331 - WEBLEY BENTLEY REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1850’s English percussion double action
open frame revolver. 4 1/2” 80 Bore octagonal barrel without makers name but marked LONDON and with Birmingham proofs which are also on the 5 shot cylinder. The action
and triggerguard feature scroll engraving. Metalwork has
dark patina with some pinpricking and traces of old refinish.
GC chequered one piece grip. Action is at fault and doesn’t
always function otherwise GC NLR

342 - RUGER 22 PISTOL MAGAZINES
Two 9R .22lr magazines to suit the Ruger standard/MKI pistol. Original type with chrome base. VGC
331

332 - BENTLEY PERCUSSION PISTOL
Enlish, circa 1850’s percussion travelling pistol. 5 1/2” Octagonal barrel which appears to have been sleaved to .41 cal
in smooth bore and is marked LONDON. Engraved at the
breech with gold band. Back action lock marked Bentley
and engraved silver mounts and escucheon on the half stock.
Action seems a bit weak otherwise GC NLR
333 - WINCHESTER MODEL 70 RIFLE
U.S, circa 1990’s bolt action rifle. 25” 30.06cal Stainless
steel barrel and action without sights. Marked with Winchester address etc. Receiver fitted with Weaver base. Black
synthetic stock. ExWO&C ALR

341 - AMT AUTOMAG II PISTOL
U.S .22 magnum cal semi automatic pistol. 6” Stainless
steel barrel and slide with original adjustable sights. Metalwork without any major scratches. Original black plastic
grips. Includes original box and manual. The safety is at
fault and will not engage and allows the gun to be fired on
safe, otherwise functions correctly. VGC B/CLR

343 - PISTOL SCOPE
U.S Leupold M8 4 power pistol scope. Stainless steel finish
without major scratches, has mount to clamp around round
barrel. VGC
344 - WAR MERIT CROSS
Nazi German hand embroided 1st class with Sword War
Merit Cross, 55x55mm. GC

332

347

346 - GERMAN SILVER CROSS
Rare WWII Nazi German Deutsche Kreuz in silver awarded
for Distinguished Non-Combat War Service. Star with most
blackened silver finish, silver wreath with 1941 date and red
enamel edges. Swastika retains near all black enamel finish but some loss to the enamel silver/white background.
The back with slight dish shape and four rivet pattern with
2 under the flat pin. Approximately 65mm diameter. VGC

333

334 - RUGER HAWKEYE RIFLE
U.S bolt action rifle. 20” 30.06cal Barrel with iron sights,
removable muzzle break and sling swivel. Stainless steel
metalwork with factory bead blasted matte finish. Action
with integral scope bases and includes factory rings. ExC
laminated wooden stock with green/brown colour. Fitted
with rubber butt pad and extension. ExWO&C ALR
335 - CUSTOM 10/22 RIFLE
Custom target version of the U.S semi auto .22lr rifle. 17”
Stainless steel fluted midway brand Heavy Match model
barrel. Silver finished Ruger action with target trigger fitted
and Simmons 4-12x40AO telescopic sight. ExC aftermarket
deluxe laminated thumbhole stock with clear cote finish. Includes 10R magazine. ExWO&C ALR
336 - RUGER 10/22 RIFLE
U.S semi auto .22lr rifle. 18” Blued barrel and action with
iron sights. Receiver fitted with 4x32 telescopic sight. Metalwork retains near all original blue and finish. VGC woodwork. Includes 10R magazine. VGWO&C ALR

347 - GOLD COMBAT CLASP
Very rare WWII Nazi German close combat clasp in gold.
Zinc construction with convex front. Showing nice wear and
age and crimped rear plate and bottle shape pin, measures
70x25mm. VGC
348 - PILOTS BADGE
Top example of a early war Nazi German heavy nickle
Pilots Badge. Blackened eagle with highlights and silver
wreath. Both show great detail around the pin and twin rivets, measures 64x54mm. ExC

334

335
349

337 - RUGER 10/22 MAGAZINES
Two 10 shot magazines for the Ruger .22lr range of rifles.
VGC
338 - RUGER 22 PISTOL
U.S Ruger standard model, circa 1982 .22lr semi auto pistol.
5 1/2” Tapered barrel, fixed sight on receiver. Metalwork
with near all original blue ExC original grips and includes
an extra magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR
339 - RUGER 22 PISTOL
U.S Ruger standard model, circa 1982 semi auto .22 pistol.
5 1/2” Tapered barrel, adjustable rear sight. Metalwork with
near all original blue with a few minor markes fitted with
Pachmayr grips but includes original grips and extra magazine. VG-ExWO&C B/CLR
340 - STOEGER .22 PISTOL
U.S Stoeger Pro Series 95 clone of the Hi Standard pistol.
5 1/2” Stainless steel heavy barrel with iron target sights.
Metalwork with some handling scratches. Fitted with Pachmayr rubber grips. Includes original box and extra magazine. VGWO&C B/CLR

345 - LUFTWAFFE PARATROOPERS AWARD
Nazi German Airforce Paratroopers award, Tombac wreath
and silver eagle. Shows heavy wear without makers mark.
Round type pin, measures 54x42mm. GC

338

340

349 - WWII RUSSIAN SPY CAMERA
A very rare WWII Soviet Minox spy camera. Serial number 14218 (1941/42 production). Measures only 10x2.5cm.
Marked with Minox Riga logo and Made in Latvia Patented.
Includes its original brown leather case. These are seldom
seen for sale and the first we have had. ExWO&C
350 - CASED IRON CROSS
Very fine, jeweller made German First Class Iron Cross
in issue case with card board sleeve. Possibly a private
purchased cross. Silver MK935 on rear with plated nickle frame. Wide falt pin, block hinge and nice crisp cross.
Measures 45x45mm, black case with rounded edges, silver
cross, white silk and felt lining. The box marked Eisernes
Kreuz I.Klasse 1939 Kur vom Empfanger zu offnen, the
side marked B.H Mayer Pforzheim (jeweller). ExC
351 - CASED MERIT CROSS
Nazi German WWII 1st Class War Merit Cross in original
case. Very early war nickle cross with furnished highlights.
Cross is unmarked and with flat bottle pin. Measures 50x50.
Case with a lot of wear to the black top, white silk and felt
lining. VGC
352 - WWII GERMAN NEWSPAPERS
Rare Police division August 1943, plus two copies of The
Berlina and front page 1940. GC

341

353 - GERMAN DOCUMENTS
Four paper documents for SS Captain Heinz Macher. GC

17
354 - LLAMA PISTOL
A good quality Spanish, circa 1930’s pistol based on the
1911. 4 3/4” 9mm Barrel, the slide marked GABILANDO
Y CIA - ELGOIBAR (ESPANA) cal 9m/m PARABELLUM ‘LLAMA’ and the otherside ‘LLAMA’ ESPECIAL.
Metalwork retains near all original blue thinning slightly on
the edges. ExC original grooved wooden grips with lanyard
ring. ExWO&C B/CLR

363 - WINCHESTER 87 SHOTGUN
Antique U.S Winchester model 1887 shotgun, circa 1893.
18” 12 guage barrel with brass head sight, cylinder bore
choke. The barrel is marked on top and Winchester proof on
the side. The left hand side of the receiver is marked with
the WRA logo. The underside tang is marked MANUFACTURED BY THE WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO
etc. Metalwork retains most blue turning plum to the barrel
and magazine, while the action has typical grey patina. VGC
woodwork with original steel chequered butt plate.
VGWO&C ALR

354

355 - STAR .22 PISTOL
Spanish Star model FR .22lr semi auto pistol. 4 1/4” Slab
sided barrel with fixed sights. The slide marked STAR etc.
Metalwork retains near all original nickel plated finish.
There is a small break and repair to the top of one of the
Mother of Pearl grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

364 - WINCHESTER GALLERY GUN
A rare and very collectable, circa 1959, Winchester model
62A Gallery gun. 23” .22 Short cal round barrel with 3/4
length magazine tube and original sights. Marked with New
Haven address, trademark and MODEL 62A 22 SHORT
below the rear sight. The left hand side of the action has
the Gallery gun WINCHESTER logo. This model was used
specifically for use in carnival/fair shooting grounds and
had the large logo for advertising and branding. Metalwork
retains nearly all its original bright blue finish with only
slight wear to a few edges. ExC original woodwork with
original plastic butt plate. Hard to find a better example. For
the advanced .22 or Winchester collector. ExWO&C ALR

355

356 - STAR POCKET PISTOL
Spanish Starlet model .25acp cal pocket pistol. 2 1/4” Barrel, slide with integral sights and makers marks. Metalwork
has near all original black finish. ExC brown plastic faux
wood grips. ExWO&C CLR
357 - WEBLEY VEST PISTOL
Antique circa 1909, British Webley model 1907 vest pocket
pistol. 2 1/8” .25acp cal barrel, slide with Webley markings
etc. Frame and barrel with British proofs. Someone has
lightly etched/scratched in a 12 digit number between the
serrations and ejection port on the right hand side (this could
most likely be removed and repaired), otherwise metalwork
is in ExC with only slight wear and no staining to the hammer or other white finish parts. ExC grips and includes
original purple linen finish cardboard box with red Webley
logo. ExWO&C CLR
358 - WEBLEY PISTOL BOOK
Webley and Scott Automatic Pistols by Bruce. Large format,
hard cover, B&W photos, 304 pages. An excellent reference
book covering all models including the famous Fosbery in
great detail. In like new ExC.
359 - WEBLEY AMMO BOOKS
Two paper back books on Webley .455 revolver and automatic cartridges by Lynn Harris. GC

356
363

357

366 - COLT DOWN UNDER BOOK
Col Colt Downunder by Hughes & Rapley. Hard cover,
large format, colour photos, 250 pages. Covering early Colts
in NZ and Australia. NEW
367 - COLT ACCOUTREMENTS BOOK
The History & Identification of Colt Accoutrements 18341911 by Rapley. Hard cover, large format, colour photos,
255 pages with great detail for the Colt collector. NEW

360

368 - VINTAGE POWDER TIN
An excellent example of an antique Curtiss & Harvey Amberite powder tin. This was a smokeless substitute for black
powder around the turn of the century. The tin is in ExC and
retains both the front and back labels and original powder.
Retains nearly all its original mustard colour paint. 15x11
cm. A great gun room display piece. ExC

361

360 - WINCHESTER 73 RIFLE
Antique circa 1892 3rd model 1873 lever action rifle. 24”
44.40cal Round barrel with full length magazine tube and
original sights. The barrel is marked WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS NEW HAVEN CT KINGS IMPROVEMENT PATENTED.MARCH 29.1866 OCTOBER 16.1860.
and 44 WCF in front of the chamber. The top tang is marked
model 1873 and the lower with serial number. Metalwork
retains near all blue finish and VGC woodwork missing the
sling swivels in the butt and forend cap. VGWO&C ALR
361 - WINCHESTER 92 RIFLE
Antique, circa 1910, U.S Winchester model 1892 lever action rifle. 24” 38.40cal Round barrel with full length magazine and original sights. Marked MANUFACTURED BY
THE WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO etc and
Winchester proof and 38 WCF marks in front of the chamber. The top tang with the MODEL 1892 WINCHESTER
LEGEND. Serial number is located on the underside of the
action at the front. Metalwork has dark original patina with
overall faint blue to grey colours. VGC original woodwork
with some dings and the sling swivel hole in the butt has
been filled. VGWO&C ALR
362 - WINCHESTER ‘97’ RIOT GUN
U.S Vintage, circa 1920, model 1897 shotgun. 20” 12g Barrel marked with Winchester address 12GA and CYL (for
open choke is not cut down sporting gun). The pump side
mark has the Winchester 97 Legend. The left hand side of
the action is marked COLA. S.C P.D. This is most likely
Columbia South Carolina Police department as Cola was a
common abbreviation/nickname for the city of Columbia.
Metalwork retains most original blue finish thinning on
the barrel and leading edges to a more translucent blue finish. ExC original woodwork with original butt plate. VGExWO&C ALR

365 - WINCHESTER TRENCH GUN HEAT SHIELD
Original heat shield with integral bayonet lug for the Winchester 97/12 Trench gun. Most overall blued finish. VGC

362
370

369 - ANTIQUE RELOADING TOOL
Brass tap type reloading tool. Marked W. BARTRAM NIMROD 12 on the case coloured steel section. ExC
370 - ANTIQUE PRIMER CAPPER
Brass double column type, 15cm long. VGC

369

371 - WWII STEN GUN AMMO
50R packet marked WINCHESTER 50 CARTRIDGE
9M/M PARABELLOM for use in sub-machine gun etc.
ExC ALR
372 - 32-20 COLLECTORS AMMO
Early 1900’s Winchester collectors ammo, 50R packet
marked with Winchester logo and .32 WINCHESTER 115
GRAIN LEAD BULLETS. Green and orange label with
very slight scuffing and unopened. VG-ExC ALR

364

373 - .310 CADET AMMO
Collectors packet of Kynock .310 Cadet ammunition. The
packet has been opened but is complete. Yellow and red label. VGC ALR

365

374

374 - TYPE 56 RIFLE
Chinese version of the Soviet AK47 rifle. 16” 7.62x39 cal
Barrel with slant muzzle breach, original sights, bayonet lug
and rod. Three position selector marked SAC. Metalwork
retains most blued finish. ExC brown synthetic funiture with
webbing sling. VGWO&C CLR
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375 - VALMET M76 RIFLE
Finish Valmet semi auto AK type rifle. 16” .243cal Barrel
plus flash hider and with original sights. Metalwork with
near all original parkerised type finish. ExC black synthetic
forend and pistol grips, tubular steel butt stock and includes
its 5R magazine. Seldom seen in this caliber, in as new
ExWO&C ELR

388 - WEBLEY GRIPS
Two pairs of Webley MK 6 grips, complete with screws.
VGC
389 - COLT PYTHON GRIPS
Original rubber grips for the .357 cal revolver. Silver logo
type with screw. ExC

375

376 - NORINCO SKK RIFLE
Chinese detachable box magazine (uses AK47 Mags) version of the SKS 7.62x39 cal rifle. 20” Barrel with original
sights but bayonet lug removed. Receiver marked NORINCO etc. Metalwork retains near all original blue finish. ExC
original woodwork includes its 7R magazine plus cleaning
kit in the butt trap. Hard to find better. ExWO&C ALR

390 - BROWNING HI POWER GRIPS
Wooden original chequered grips for the 9mm pistol, without screw. GC

376

377 - SKS RIFLE
Chinese 7.62x39 cal semi auto rifle. 20” Barrel with bayonet
removed, but lug still present and with original sights. Receiver with Chinese Military arsenal marks. Metalwork with
dark original finish and matching numbered original stock
with plenty of typical dings. GWO&C ELR
378 - AK47 DRUM MAGAZINE
75R 7.62x39cm drum magazine to suit the AK47/56S rifle.
Desirable front loading version in like new ExC.

391 - MARTINI ENFIELD CARBINE
NZ Military Martini Enfield carbine. 21” .303cal Barrel,
rear sight graduated to 500 on the bed and 2000 on the ladder. Chamber with N arrow Z 99 mark plus British ordnance
marks and sold out of service mark as well as E. The right
hand side of the action is marked Crown/VR Enfield 1881
broad arrow III.I as well as unit mark 8/1C 20. The left hand
side also with cypher ENFIELD 1895 ME 303. Metalwork
has dark overall blue finish with some speckling to the action. GC woodwork with sling swivels. GWO&C ALR

377

392 - MARTINI HENRY RIFLE
British/Nepalese Martini Henry MKIV rifle 33” 577/450
cal barrel with original sights and bayonet bar. The barrel is
marked NS NEP (Nepal) as well as British ordnance marks.
The action is marked Crown/VR ENFIELD 1887 broad arrow IV.I. Metalwork has dark overall blue. VGC woodwork
with several stock cartouches. VG-ExWO&C ALR

383

379 - AK47 MAGAZINE
30R Eastern Euroupean (type with spine) AK47 7.62x39 cal
rifle. In like new ExC

384

380 - 40R AK MAGAZINE
Most likely Bulgarian 40R 7.62x39 cal polymer AK47 magazine. In as new ExC.
381 - AK47 MAGAZINE
30R Chinese AK47/56S 7.62x39 cal magazine. Most overall blue finish. VGC

393 - INDIAN ENFIELD CARBINE
British/Indian percussion Enfield carbine. 20 3/4” Smooth
bore approx 12g barrel marked with Indian markings and
basic notch sight. The action has a crown and is crudely
marked TOWER. The otherside with saddle bar and ring,
brass furniture with steel bands. There is a hard to make out
regiment mark on the butt and III L.D on the triggerguard.
F/GWO&C NLR

385

382 - AK47 MAGAZINE
Same as previous lot. VGC
383 - S&W MODEL 10 REVOLVER
U.S Smith & Wesson model 10-10 double action revolver.
4” Heavy barrel in .38 special caliber with original low profile front sight and marked SMITH & WESSON etc. Frame
with 6 shot cylinder and metalwork retains near all original
bright blue finish. ExC original chequered wood grips with
logo. ExWO&C B/CLR

394 - P1887 BAYONET
MK3 Martini Henry bayonet. 45.5cm Blade without fullers
and ordnance marked. The guard and scabbard with acrylic
lettering. Worn but good chequered leather grips and includes original leather and steel scabbard. VGC

386

394

384 - SMITH & WESSON M&P REVOLVER
U.S double action revolver. 5” .38 S&Wcal Barrel marked
SMITH & WESSON and cal etc. with original front sight.
Frame with logo etc. Metalwork retains nearly all bright
blue and case colours to the small parts. ExC original
finely chequered wood grips with lanyard ring on the base.
ExWO&C B/CLR
385 - SMITH & WESSON M&P REVOLVER
U.S double action revolver. 4” .38 S&W cal barrel marked
SMITH & WESSON and cal etc. and with original sight.
Metalwork has most original blue and fading case colours,
some holster wear and light surface scratches. GC original
chequered grips and lanyard ring at base. GWO&C B/CLR
386 - COLT POLICE POSITIVE REVOLVER
Circa 1916, U.S Colt double action revolver. 4” .32 Police
cal barrel with original front sight and marked with Hartford address POLICE POSITIVE 32 POLICE CTG. Frame
with 6 shot cylinder and Colt Rampant horse logo. Metalwork has most original blue thinning on the barrel and
leading edges. VGC original hard rubber Colt logo grips.
VGWO&C B/CLR
387 - PISTOL GRIPS
Original wooden grips for a Steyr Hahn pistol and a small
frame square butt S&W .38 revolver (S&W has screws). GC

395 - P1887 BAYONET
British Military MK4 P1887 sword bayonet for the Martini Henry rifle. Converted from Enfield sword bayonets
by replacing the guard, 46cm blade with twin fullers and
ordnance marks. GC leather grips and includes leather and
steel scabbard. VGC

396

398

396 - MARTINI ENFIELD BAYONET
Pattern 1895 socket bayonet for the British Military rifle.
55cm Blade with ordnance marks and only minor isolated
staining and most original blue to the socket. Complete with
WD marked brass and leather scabbard. ExC
397 - MARTINI HENRY BAYONET
Pattern 1876 socket bayonet for the British Military rifle. 54
1/2cm Triangular blade with faint ordnance marks and dark
patina to the edges with slight pin pricking. Complete WD
marked leather and brass scabbard. VGC

392

391

393

400

398 - CHASSEPOT BAYONET
French model 1866 bayonet. 22 1/2” Yataghan shaped blade
with ordnance marks at the base. Steel guard, brass knurled
handle. VGC
399 - CHASSEPOT BAYONET
Similar to previous lot. VGC
400 - 1874 GRAS BAYONET
An exceptional example of a French Model 1874 Gras rifle
bayonet. 20 1/2” Blade in bright white metal finish without
pitting. Steel guard with light grey patina, excellent brass
and wood grip and complete with blued scabbard without
dings. Hard to find better. ExC
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401 - 1874 GRAS BAYONET
Bayonet for the French M1874 gras rifle. 20 1/2” Blade
wooden and brass handle, guard with ordnance marks. Metalwork has overall peppered patina. GC
402 - WWI NAVY LUGER PISTOL
A rare ‘first issue altered’ model 1904 Navy Luger pistol.
6” 9mm cal barrel with correct foresight, serial number and
Navy acceptance and proof marks. Chamber correctly without date and marked on the side with naval proof marks and
toggle marked DWM and 100 for the correct two position
adjustable rear sight. All serial numbers except the magazine are matching which is the correct type with concentric
rings on the wooden base. The frame with grip safety and
stock lug is marked WK94 for the Kiel dockyard and gun
number 94. The safety as with most has been reworked to
the down position. Metalwork is in VGC retaining most
original blue with some light stainning on the left hand side
of the gun. VGC original grips. One of the best examples
of a Navy Luger we have had for sale. From the M. Willis
Collection. VG-ExWO&C B/CLR

402

409 - TURKISH SNIPER RIFLE
Turkish model 1903 Mauser rifle. 29” 7.92cal Barrel. The
chamber underneath the mount is marked with the Turkish
crest and ASFA ANKARA 1940. This is for refurbishment
and conversion to 7.92mm in 1940. The rear sight is marked
in English and graduated to 2000 yards. The action is fitted
with a detachable sniper mount, offset at the back and see
through at the front to still use the iron sights. The telescopic
sight is an Austrian Kahles 5 power with 1/2 post and fine
horizontal cross hair and single turnet on the top. There
is brass rings at each end and a brass placque/tag marked
KARL KAHLES WIEN VI. 5X TELOPAR 5X 8059. The
bolt handle is turned down and has rounded ball type end
and has the last three digits of the serial number. Metalwork has dark overall patina and the scope mounts have
consistant wear and finish. VGC woodwork with bolt take
down in butt and sling swivels etc. The front nose band has
been changed to that of the Turkish Czech model 98/22 most
likely during refurbishment. VGWO&C ALR

403

403 - PERSIAN LUGER PISTOL
Mauser made Artillery model Luger for the Persian Military, circa 1930’s. 8” 9mm cal Barrel, the chamber marked
with the Persian Crown/lion/sunburst crest. Correct artillery
sights which are marked in Farsi as are all the other markings. The barrel is marked with the Mauser Crown over U
proof mark as well as the commercial Crown mark on the
otherside. Metalwork retains near all original blue finish and
straw colours. Showing holster wear to the side plate and
muzzle. ExC original chequered grips. All external numbers
in Farsi are matching except the magazine which is the correct alloy base plate type and marked in Farsi. Complete
with original rig. The shoulder stock board is marked with
matching Farsi number to the gun and includes its correct
Persian made leather work consisting of dark brown leather
holster containing rod and stripping tool and complete with
shoulder straps, boot and double magazine pouch. With only
1000 of these contract pistols produced and considered to be
one of the finest Lugers made, this is a unique opportunity
for the advanced Luger collector. ExWO&C B/CLR

409

411 - MAUSER G33/40 CARBINE
WWII Nazi German 8mm carbine. 20” Barrel with correct
sights with front hood. The chamber is marked dot 1942
with Waffen-amt (BRNO code 1942). The side of the action
is marked G33/40. Metalwork retains near all blue finish.
ExC three piece finger joint walnut stock with blued steel
protector plate. Bolt as usual with these is mismatched but
correct hollow type. Hard to find better. ExWO&C ALR

410

412 - LATE WAR K98 RIFLE
Nazi German Mauser 8mm cal rifle. 24” Barrel with original
sights and faint U.S importers mark as well as dot 13 in
shield and JC (German Brunn Inspection marks). The chamber is marked MOD98 SWP45 (which is for Czech 1945
production). Also Waffen-amt marked. Metalwork has dark
to grey patina. VGC laminated woodwork. Late war K98’s
are seldom encountered. VGWO&C ALR

412
415

406 - NAVAL LUGER MAGAZINE
WWI early German Naval Luger magazine crown over M
stamp with concentric rings on the base. ExC original nickel
plated body without dings or rust spots. ExC
407 - CONVERTED LUGER HOLSTER
A very early and rare WWI Luger Holster constructed from
a Model 1883 ‘Reichsrevolver’ holster made by the order
of the Prussian and Bavarian War offices in 1909 and 1910.
Stamped 2TB for the second Train Brigade(hospital train),
see page 161 of Benders ‘Luger Holsters & Accessories of
the 20th Century. Complete with very early spare magazine
and loading tool. These were issued for the very first Luger
pistols in 1909. Ideal to pair with Lot 404. ExC

410 - K98 SNIPER RIFLE
Well built replica German 98K turnet sniper rifle. 24” 8mm
cal replacement barrel. The barrel is a modern replacemnt
without normal German markings and has an excellent bore
and fitted with correct sights. The action marked MOD.98
and has been fitted with a pair of solid ring see through turret mounts. These are a good quality modern produced item.
The telescopic sight is without any makers or code mark.
It is approimately 6 power with a 54mm objective lense,
single top mounted turnet and focus ring. The cross hair has
thick bottom post with two similar horizontal posts with fire
line and dot between them. The bolt is fitted with safety extension for use with sniper scope. Metalwork has most overall finish with matte finish to the telescopic sight. Laminated
woodwork with chequered pattern to the steel butt plate and
fitted with correct original sling. While the optic has no code
marks or makers mark it does not have the MADE IN GERMANY mark that is usually encountered on a post war optic
and is possibly war time production. ExWO&C ALR

404

404 - EARLY LUGER PISTOL
First Issue P08 Luger pistol, number 8885 without suffix
this serial number places the production in mid 1908 making this Luger one of the first made for the German Army.
4” 9mm cal Barrel with Army acceptance mark and serial
number. The chamber without date and marked with proofs
on the left hand side. DWM marked on the chamber. Frame
without stock lug & marked on the front with unit marking
66 R.M.G.16 (66th reserve machine gun regiment gun number 16). Metalwork retains nearly all original blue and straw
colours with some loss to the side plate. The magazine is
mismatched to the gun but is the correct early large number
type. ExC original grips. A rare pistol that saw considerable
service in WWI. From the M. Willis Collection. ExWO&C
B/CLR
405 - NAVY LUGER HOLSTER
An interesting soft leather hoster for the Naval Luger as issued to forces in Denmark during WWII (see page 78 of
Berders book ‘Luger Holsters and Accessories of the 20th
Century). This holster and the Naval Luger, lot 40, were discovered in a bank vault in Copenhagen. ExC

408 - PORTUGESE LUGER POUCH
A 1936 dated and GNR (Guard National Republic) marked
Luger magazine pouch for the Mauser made GNR Luger.
Contains two correct alloy base magazines marked with serial number and Waffen-amt 63 (Mauser). VGC

413 - ZF41 MOUNT
Sloping mount and straps for Mauser ZF41 Sniper rifle,
without markings and most blue finish with some speckling.
VGC
414 - GERMAN SNIPER BOOK
The German Sniper 1914-1945 by Senich. Hard cover, large
format, 445 pages and B&W photos. A must have book for
the Sniper inthusiast. ExC

411

415 - VINTAGE GERMAN TELESCOPIC SIGHT
German Garard optical sight as used on the G98 Sniper rifle.
Straight tube telescopic sight with single turret, marked with
NO.21962 and post with finer horizontal cross hair. Marked
H Dr.W.Gerard Charlottenburg. Most overall blued finish
and blackened brass ends. Includes leather case. VGC
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416 - HUBERTUS SCOPE
A modern Hubertus 4 power telescopic sight with 30 mm
weaver rings. German three post retical, single turret and
focus ring. Ideal for a Sniper rifle build up. ExWO&C
417 - WWI GERMAN BINOCULARS
WWI era German binoculars marked C P Goerz Berlin, 6x
brass and steel body with most black enamel paint. Ideal for
sniper display. GC

427

418 - .45 CAL DERRINGER
High quality American Derringer Corporation of Texas
model M-10 double barrel pistol. 3” .45acp cal barrels
marked with makers legend and cal etc. The barrel and
frame are made from a light weight alloy material and retains nearly all its original matte grey finish. ExC deluxe
black wooden grips. Includes its original leather bound display case. Seldom seen for sale in NZ. ExWO&C CLR

428

418

419 - .22 CAL DERRINGER
High quality American Derringer Corporation of Texas double barrel pistol. 3” .22lr Stainless steel barrrels and action
with makers legend etc. Metalwork without scratches. ExC
deluxe wooden grips. Includes its original leather bound display case. In like new ExWO&C CLR
420 - S&W AIRWEIGHT REVOLVER
A modern latest model 637-2 U.S Smith & Wesson snub
nosed revolver. 1 3/4” .38 S&W+P cal barrel, 5 shot cylinder and light weight alloy frame marked AIRWEIGHT and
rubber grips. Weighs only 425 grams. This gun includes the
box in its unused new condition. ExWO&C CLR

429

424

421

421 - COLT DOUBLE EAGLE PISTOL
Scarce U.S Colt Officers model double action pistol. 3 1/2”
.45acp cal barrel. Stainless steel slide and action with Colt
legend etc and double eagle MKII series 90. Metalwork
without major scratches. ExC original black plastic grips
and includes its original box. ExWO&C CLR
422 - WINCHESTER MODEL 12 SHOTGUN
U.S vintage, circa 1961, model 12 Featherweight pump action shotgun. 22” 12g Barrel with 2 3/4” chamber, ventilated
rib (26” length with cutts compensator fitted). Marked Winchester Model 12 feather weight IMP-CYL. Frame with correct Featherweight serial number suffix. Metalwork retains
near all original blue finish. ExC chequered walnut wooden
stock with sling swivels. Includes two extra external chokes.
A nice classic shotgun now seldom seen. ExWO&C ALR

430

422
420

423 - REMINGTON 870 EXPRESS SHOTGUN
U.S Pump action 12g shotgun. 21” 3” Chamber ventilated
rib barrel with interchangable choke system (half/modified
choke fitted). The action marked 870 EXPRESS MAGNUM. Metalwork has matte parkerised type finish with
some slight staining. ExC woodwork and appears to be in
unused ExWO&C ALR

425

424 - POLICE REMINGTON 870 SHOTGUN
U.S 12g Wingmaster 870 shotgun. 18” Cylinder bore barrel
with 2 3/4” chamber. The action is marked REMINGTON
WINGMASTER MODEL 870 and a seperate stamp C.H.B,
this is a overstamping of C.H.P (California Highway Patrol)
done when they sold the shotguns. Metalwork with grey
parkerised finish. VGC woodwork. VGWO&C ALR
425 - FLINTLOCK CARBINE
Antique Flintlock carbine/blunderbuss. 9 1/2” 12 Bore
barrel and just 59cm overall length. Metalwork with pin
pricked dark patina and without makers marks. Brass early
style acorn finial and GC woodwork. GC NLR

432

427 - PERCUSSION DUELLING PISTOLS
A fine and high quality pair of Belgian mid 19th Century
percussion target/duelling pistols. 10 1/4” 54 Bore/11mm
cal octagonal barrels with dovetail foresights and height adjustable rear sights. One of the guns is numbered 1 and with
Liege proof mark and what appears to be a small makers
mark. The barrels retain nearly all their original bright blue
finish. The breech sections are finished in the white and engraved with foliate designs. The hammers, lock plates, triggerguards, finials and butts are all finished in the white and
are also richly engraved with foliate designs. The triggers
are also adjustable. ExC and ornately relief carved with floral motif walnut 1/2 stocks. Contained in their original mahogany case with original purple velvet lining which have
faded to a purple grey colour. The casing partitions are in
the French style and includes an aray of original accessories
including flask, mould, mallat and rod, nipple key and turn
screw, dipper etc. Although not makers marked these pistols
are of a very high quality and most likely for retail in one of
Europes finest stores. A fine set for the discerning collector.
ExWO&C NLR Est. $13000 - $16,000
428 - PERCUSSION OVERCOAT PISTOL
Antique, circa 1830, percussion pistol by J Probin. 5 3/4”
Octagonal barrel marked J PROBIN. The barrel and action
are finished in the white and with borderline engraving.
VGC 3/4 walnut stock with ornate silver plated furniture
with pineaple finials and borderline engraved lock backplate
and butt trap. The grip is finely chequered and has brass escucheon marked 1 (once a pair of guns). Complete with
ramrod. VGWO&C NLR
429 - DOUBLE PERCUSSION PISTOL
English boxlock double barrel travelling pistol by W
Pritchard Birmingham, circa 1835-65. 4” Octagonal barrels
with captive rammer and marked PRITCHARD 43 New St
BIRMINGHAM and the underside with Birmingham proofs
on each barrel. The action is engraved and metalwork with
some minor pinpricking to the barrel and dark original patina. Finely chequered one piece grip with silver escutcheon.
VGWO&C NLR
430 - PENNELLS PATENT REVOLVER
A rare and unusual, circa 1853, cased Pennells patent double
action only, hammerless revolver. 7” Octagonal 54 bore barrel marked JOHN WITTON and small sections of engraving
as well as Birmingham proof marks. 6 Shot cylinder also
proved. The action with concealed hammer is borderline
and foliate engraved. Left hand side is fitted with a belt clip.
Finely chequered one piece grip with silver excutcheon with
initials and engraved butt trap. Metalwork has some faint
pinpricking on the cylinder. The barrel has been reblued at
sometime past. Contained in its green baize lined case with
its John Witton trade label. The case includes its rammer/
loading stick which pivots off the barrel of the gun, unnamed copper flask, brass oil bottle, nipple key and percussion caps. A rare and seldom seen pistol as very few were
produced. VGWO&C NLR
431 - PINFIRE REVOLVER
Antique, most likely German, Lefaucheux type pinfire revolver with folding trigger. 3 1/4” 7mm cal barrel marked
with German proof. 6 shot cylinder with engraving which is
also on the nickel plated action which retains all finish. ExC
grips and action is strong. ExWO&C NLR
432 - GUARDIAN PINFIRE REVOLVER
Most likely Belgian for resale in America Lefaucheux type
pinfire revolver with folding trigger. 3” 7mm cal Barrel the
action and cylinder are engraved and marked GUARDIAN AMERICAN MODEL 1878. Metalwork with grey
patina and ExC carved hard rubber grips, action is strong.
VGWO&C NLR

433

426 - FLINTLOCK PISTOL
Large Middle Eastern Flintlock holster pistol. 9” .69 cal
Barrel. Step tail lockplate with circular makers mark. Metalwork with dark patina. Full wood stock with brass furniture.
Action is strong. VGWO&C NLR
426

433 - LARGE PINFIRE REVOLVER
A most likely French Lefaucheux type 9mm pin fire cal single action revolver, circa late 1800’s. 5” Octagonal to round
barrel. 6 Shot cylinder. Metalwork with slight engraving and
areas of pinpricking. Original grips have shrunk slightly, action indexes but doesn’t hold on cock otherwise GC NLR
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434 - PINFIRE REVOLVER
Medium size Lefauchex type 7mm pin fire revolver. 3”
Octagonal barrel with */T proof 6 shot cylinder and folding trigger. Metalwork with most thinning blue finish. GC
wooden grips. Action at fault otherwise. GC

444 - STEN GUN BOLT
Bolt for a British 9mm Sten S.M.G. Includes firing pin.
VGC

436

445 - THOMPSON L DRUM AND POUCH
A U.S WWII period 50R drum magazine for the .45 S.M.G.
Without makers mark but shows definite original age and
most finish. Contained in U.S marked and British stamped
webbing pouch. VGC

435 - TWO GUN PRINTS
Two framed colour artist drawn prints. One of double Cuff
brand Flintlock pistol. The second of a 1851 Colt Navy revolver. 46x28cm each. F-GC
436 - YUGOSLAV M53 MACHINEGUN
‘Sarac’ M53 Yugoslavian version of the German MG42
light machine gun. 26” 8mm cal barrel with flash hider,
the ventilated shroud with original sights and bipod. The
feed cover marked with Yogoslavian crest and the receiver
7.9M53. Metalwork has near all black Military finish. VGC
wooden butt stock and grip complete with sling, magazine
drum with link and barrel case. VGWO&C CLR
437 - ‘CUTAWAY’ BREN GUN
An Armourers type cutaway of a British Military MKI
.303cal Bren gun. The gun has been milled away in the
center of the gun around the breech block trigger and stock
to show the workings. The barrel, magazine and pistol grip
have not been sectionalised. Metalwork has white DP paint
on the barrel, bipod and butt. Metalwork also has most black
paint finish and some dings to the woodwork. GWO&C
CLR

437
438

449 - WALTHER PP PISTOL
Pre war German .32 cal pistol. 3 3/4” Barrel, slide with
original sights and banner logo with Zella-Mehlis address
etc. Metalwork has most overall blue and some pin pricking
in a few areas of the slide and frame. The grip is marked
R.F.V.655ZW for the German Reich Finanz Verwaltung (finance, customs and border police). VGC Walther logo plastic grips. G-VGWO&C CLR

440

441

439 - BREN MKIII RECEIVER
The top receiver section of a WWII 1944 dated MKIII Bren
gun. Includes bipod, sight magazine catch etc and without
internals. Most overall finish. GC

441 - YUGOSLAV S.M.G
Yugoslavian Model 49/57 Submachine gun. 10 1/2” 7.62
Tokarev cal barrel with ventilated shield. The receiver
marked with crest and M49/57 and fitted with 32R stick
magazine. Metalwork with near all blue, trigger with selector inside the guard and crosss bolt safety. GC original
woodwork modified from K98. VGWO&C CLR

450 - BROWNING 1910 PISTOL
Belgian FN .32 cal pistol. 3 1/4” Barrel, slide with Herstal
address etc. Metalwork with near all blue and some light
scratches. ExC black plastic FN logo grips. VGWO&C CLR
451 - CZECH MODEL 70 PISTOL
Czech .32acp cal semi auto pistol. 3 3/4” Barrel, slide with
original sights and 1971 proof as well as VZOR70 etc. Metalwork retains nearly all original finish. ExC black plastic
grips. Complete with original box. The box corners are a bit
tatty and have tape repairs. Even so, boxes for this gun are
very rare. Hard to find a better example. ExWO&C CLR

448

452 - BROWNING 1910 MAGAZINE
To suit the .380 Browning Pistol. Marked FN 9M/M and
retains nearly all blue. ExC

449

453 - COLT 1903 MAGAZINE
Magazine for the U.S .32 cal pistol. 90% Blued style and
base marked CAL .32 COLT. VG-ExC
450

454 - WEHRMACHT OFFICERS TUNIC
Nazi German WWII Infantry Officers tunic. Complete with
collar tabs, shoulder boards and breast eagle as well as
award loops. Some small holes at the base of the pockets
and in a few isolated places. VGC

451

454

442 - THOMPSON L DRUM MAGAZINE
An excellent 50R ‘L’ drum for the 1928 S.M.G. WWII manufacture by Seymour of Connecticut. Retains nearly all its
original blue. One of the best examples we have seen of a
WWII drum. ExC
443 - USMC THOMPSON MAGS AND POUCH
Three 30R stick magazines for the 1928 MIAI .45 S.M.G.
Magazines marked USMC R.M. CO. order number 45412
and 1949 date. In unissued. ExC

447 - PPSH 41 MAGAZINE
Similar to previous lot. VGC
448 - MAUSER 1910 PISTOL
WWI period .25 acp cal pistol. 3” Barrel with foresight,
slide with rear sight and marked WAFFENFABRIK MAUSER A.-G. OBENDORF A.N and also with imperial proof.
Metalwork with near all blue finish. VGC chequered original grips. The base plate on the magazine is a replacement.
G-VGWO&C CLR

438 - ARMOURERS LEE ENFIELD RIFLE
Skeletonised SMLE Armourers rifle used to test suspect
components by substituting the part and viewing through
the cut out slots. British ordnance marked and most blue
finish, fully sectionalised magazine with round hole on the
otherside, GC butt. Similar examples are seen in Skennertons book. Due to its short length. It is a registed firearm.
VGWO&C CLR

440 - THOMPSON S.M.G
WWII 1928A1 Thompson Submachine Gun. 10 1/2” Fluted
barrel fitted with Cutts compensator. Receiver fitted with
original Lyman adjustable sights and has the Thompson
trademark. The left hand side of the receiver has had the
original model and serial number ground off and has had
a new number stamped under the THOMPSON SUBMACHINE GUN legend. The right hand side has also been
ground where the patent info under the sight would be but
the AUTO ORDNANCE address can still be made out. The
gun is marked with British proof marks and small ordnance
mark around the chamber. Metalwork with grey areas and
blued finishes. GC woodwork with horizontal forend and
sling swivels in the British style on the side and top of the
woodwork. This gun was part of the WWII lend lease shipments sent to England. Includes its original WWII 20R
magazine with near all original finish. GWO&C CLR

446 - PPSH 41 MAGAZINE
71R drum magazine for the 7.62x25 cal S.M.G. Most blue
finish. VGC

455

442

455 - GERMAN COMBAT TUNIC
WWII Nazi German Wehrmacht M36 combat tunic. Dark
green collars with dark green amoured Infantry Officers
tabs. The jacket is in VGC with a hand full of very small
moth holes to the back. The interior lining is in VGC and
has several ink stamps behind the buttons 43 4? 102 ?8 38
02. VGC
456 - SS VISOR HAT
Nazi German WWII Waffen SS NCO’s visor hat. Field grey,
wool felt with cream piping. SS eagle and death head badges. The sweat band shows heavy wear and the inner plastic
label is missing and has some wear damage to the lining,
but external condition is excellent. VGC

Lots can also be viewed prior to the auction at our retail
premesis located at SAI Guns & Ammo - 553 Great South
Road Penrose. Auckland
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457 - OFFICERS VISOR HAT
Nazi German WWII Wehrmacht Artillery Officers visor
cap. Red piping and cloth eagle (denazified). The inside
with most of the plastic label in tact, For Alber Engelhardt.
A few small holes near the roundel and eagle has had the
Swastika removed. ExC

470

458 - SS CAMO CAP
WWII Nazi German Autumn pattern M43 cap. The front
with embroided deaths head skull. The inside camo extends
to the underside of the peak and the lining is beige cotton
and twin rivet vent. VGC

459
474

460 - LUFTWAFFE OVERSEAS CAP
Nazi German Luftwaffe Officers Overseas cap. Blue/grey
wool fabric with silver piping eagle and roundel, the dark
green/grey cotton lining is stamped with makers mark
in Germanic font Hermann Dotthoff ????? and a hard to
makeout size but appears to be 56. Only a few tiny holes.
ExC

462 - AR FIVE SEVEN UPPER RECEIVER
Complete LEM brand upper receiver with barrel bolt and
buffer to convert your AR15 rifle to 5.7x28mm cal. 14”
Fluted barrel with compenstor. Includes four 50R top loading magazines. This receiver is brand new and includes
original packageing. NEW ExWO&C ELR (not registered
but our policy to only sell to E license holders)

469 - S&W 1917 REVOLVER
U.S WWI period model 1917 Revolver. 5 1/2” .45 cal barrel
marked S&W DA 45 and UNITED STATES PROPERTY.
Metalwork with areas of pin pricking to the barrel on one
side and the outside of one of the chambers, otherwise metalwork with dark overall blue finish. GC original wooden
grips. Butt with lanyard ring and marked US ARMY MODEL 1917 etc. F-GWO&C B/CLR

458

459 - LUFTWAFFE M43 CAP
Nazi German M43 wool field cap. Grey/blue colour with
cloth eagle and twin alloy buttons. Silk lining with hard to
make out stamp which appears to be a series of letters/symbols and numbers, brown leather sweat band. VG-ExC

461 - COLT AR-15 MATCH RIFLE
Colts top of the line latest model CRP-18 ‘AR15’ competition rifle. 18” .223 cal 1 in 8 twist fluted custom stainless
steel barrel with muzzle break and toolless adjustable mid
length gas system. Flat top rail and guard. Carbine gas tube
and buffer. This gun is brand new and includes original box
,target and paperwork. It does not have a stock or grip as
these were removed when importing to NZ to comply. Includes a 5R steel magazine. NEW ExWO&C ALR

468 - SMITH & WESSON M&P REVOLVER
U.S S&W Model 10/M&P double action revolver. 4” .38
S&W cal barrel marked SMITH & WESSON etc. The frame
with logo etc. Metalwork with most original blue thinning
on the muzzle and leading edges. GC S&W logo chequered
grips. Missing lanyard ring. GWO&C B/CLR

457

473

460

475

471

461
462

463

463 - 6.8 ROCK RIVER 6.8 CAL UPPER RECEIVER
U.S made AR15 upper receiver to convert to 6.5spc caliber.
16” Barrel with threaded end, flat top gas block and receiver.
Includes forend and bolt. This item has never been fitted or
used and is brand new. ExWO&C ALR
464 - AR15 RIFLE
Custom 15 brand M4A1 carbine. 20” NZ bull heavy stainless steel barrel. Action marked CUSTOM 15 M4A1 carbine
5.56mm fitted with hoque forend, ergo grip and A2 hogue
forend, ergo grip and A2 butt stock. Includes 20R magazine
and Versa Pod brand bipod. ExWO&C ELR

464

465 - BRD AR15 RIFLE
NZ built AR15 .223 cal rifle fitted with 20” Trueflight barrel with muzzle break. Flat top receiver with integral rail.
Metalwork with near all original finish. Ergo pistol grip. A2
butt stock and Hogue forend. ExWO&C ELR

467

466 - ENFIELD NO.2 REVOLVER
British Military WWII double action revolver. 5” .38 S&W
cal barrel with ordnance marks and caliber. Frame marked
ENFIELD No2 MKI 1935. Metalwork with most parkerised
finish. GC wooden grips with lanyard ring. VGWO&C B/
CLR
467 - ENFIELD .22 REVOLVER
British Military Enfield No2 MKI revolver fitted with a .22lr
training adaptor consisting of a barrel sleave, 6 shot cylinder
and additional rear sight fitted to the tip strap. 5” Barrel with
English proofs and ordnance marks. The frame with R.A.F
marking and Enfield NO2 MKI and 1937 date. Metalwork
has dark grey patina. GC original wood grips missing the
lanyard ring. These caliber reducers are very scarce and seldom offered for sale. G-VGWO&C B/CLR

471 - ARMY DAGGER
WWII Nazi German Army Officers dagger, 25 1/2cm blade
with twin flat sections on both sides and without makers
mark and in ExC. The crossguard with Army eagle and
Swastika to the front and plain on the back. White celluloid handle with Oak leaf decorated pommel and some loss
of finish to the top. Complete with silver Portepee. VGC
scabbard with pebbled panels on both sides and Oak leaf
hanger bands. Slight bubbling to the plate on the sides.
Complete with green and silver fabric, correct hanger, the
metal sections with Oak leaves. Showing wear to the back
and marked D.R.G.M. ExC
472 - MINATURE LUFTWAFFE DAGGER
Very rare Nazi German WWII Salesman sample/minature 2nd pattern Luffwaffe dagger. 15cm Plated blade retains 98% finish and marked with SMF makers logo and
D.R.G.M. Orange spring wire wraped celluloid handle,
pebbled back to the eagle cross guard and includes its ExC
matte grey pebble grain sheath. 22cm Overall length. ExC
473 - GERMAN POCKET KNIFE
WWII German pocket knife. 9 1/2cm Blade. The wooden
handle marked Frankreichfeldzug 1940 (battle for France
10 May to 25 June 1940). VGC

466

465

470 - WWII PARACHUTE
British Military parachute. Ripcord type as used by the jump
master/air dispatcher. Ordnance marked and serial numbered. Has RAF log book with serial number and 1945 date
and post war use. VGC

468

474 - HITLER YOUTH KNIFE
WWII Nazi German Hitler Youth knife. 14cm Blade,
the motto has been slightly ground off when sharpened.
Wooden handles with slight cracking and variant without
diamond. The pommel is engraved and with red, white and
black Hitler Youth Flag. Most plated finish. VGC black steel
scabbard with correct leather inserts. GC
475 - ENGRAVED K98 BAYONET
WWII German Mauser K98 bayonet. 19.5cm Blade with
Carl Krebbs Solingen logo and leather washer at the base.
Both sides of the blade are etched Zur Erinnerung an meine
Dientzeit (remembrance of War time service) with Swastika
and eagle and battle scene on the otherside. ExC stag horn
handles and retains all its plated finish with black enamel
finish steel scabbard. ExC
476 - SS DAGGER BOOK
The Service Daggers of the SS by Siegert. Large format,
hard cover (with slip cover), 430 pages with over 1200 illustrations. A must have for the dagger collector. In original
plastic wrapper in NEW ExC
477 - GERMAN HELMET BOOK
The Camoflauge Helmets of the Wehrmach Vol 1 by Martin.
Large format, hard cover, 310 pages, colour and B&W photos. This book is in NEW ExC.

469

23
478 - GERMAN EQUPMENT/UNIFORM BOOK
Deutsch Soldaten: Uniform, Equipment and Personal Items
of the German Soldier 1939-45 by Saiz. Large format, hard
cover, colour photos, 310 pages. The photos and detail are
excellent in this book. NEW ExC

492

479 - SS UNIFORM BOOK
Waffen SS Uniforms and Insignia by Krawczyk & Kukacs.
Hard cover, large format, 128 pages, colour photos covering
all uniforms. NEW ExC
480 - WEHRMACHT UNIFORM BOOK
German Army Uniforms of WWII by Krawczyk. Similar
book to previous but on the Army. NEW ExC

493

493 - REMINGTON CARBINE
Scarce antique U.S Remington rolling block Light Baby
Carbine, circa 1892-1902. 20” Round .44-40 cal barrel with
correct sights. Left hand side of the receiver with ring bar
and saddle ring. Top tang is marked REMINGTON & SON
Illion etc. Metalwork retains nearly all nickel plated finish.
VGC straight cut wooden stock with some handling dings
and plated single band and butt plate. There were only a few
thousand of these made. VGWO&C ALR

484

481 - ARMY SERVICE MEDAL
WWII Nazi German 12 year service medal with ribbon and
small gold eagle, missing rear pin assembly. VGC
482 - GERMAN WEST WALL MEDAL
Nazi German WWII West Wall medal. Unissued with
original manila packet and ribbon. Seldom seen award,
42x30mm oval shape. VGC
487

483 - PANZAR ASSAULT AWARD
Nazi German WWII Bronze 50MK Panzer award. Hollow
rivets, wide flat pin, measures 46x65mm. VGC

494 - REMINGTON SMOOT REVOLVER
U.S Remington New line NO3 single action revolver, circa 1875-1888. 3 3/4” Octagonal barrel in .38CF
cal. Top marked E REMINGTON & SONS, ILION.
NY.PAT.W.S.SMOOT OCT21, 1873. Metalwork retains
nearly all its original nickel plated finish with slight wear
around the front of the chambers and above the original hard
rubber grips. ExWO&C CLR

494

484 - GERMAN RED CROSS AWARD
1943-45 Period German Red Cross neck order. Black and
gold enamel eagle and Swastika on white background with
gold eagle. The back is also white, suspension ring with
twin oak leaves. Complete with red and white banded ribbon. Measures 55x53mm. VGC
485 - GLIDER PILOT AWARD
Nazi German Late War Award. Back of the eagle marked
A and round pin. Some wear to the surface, measures
54x54mm. GC

495 - NZ TRANTER REVOLVER
NZ Military Maori War period Tranter, 1878 Army model
double action revolver. 6” .450 cal Octagonal barrel marked
with Birmingham proofs and 450 and the 6 shot cylinder is
also proved inside the flutes. Right hand side of the frame
is marked TRANTERS PATENT, serial number and proof
mark. The left hand side has a N80Z procurement mark.
Metalwork retains most original blue to the frame and thinning to dark patina on the barrel. ExC one piece grip with
lanyard ring with Military acceptance mark which is also
located on the grip strap. Complete with original WD and
makers marked leather holster. ExWO&C B/CLR

495
490

486 - GOLD WOUND BADGE
Early Tombac variant of a Nazi German Gold Wound
Badge. Back marked 127 and with round pin. Near all gold
finish. ExC
487 - IRON CROSS
WWII Iron Cross second class that has been converted
for a neck award. With layer eyelet and suspension ring.
These have been known to be done in the field, measures
43x43mm. VGC

496

486

488 - CHOLM ARM SHEILD
WWII German battle shield on dark green paper backing.
Black finish with CHOLM 1942 etc. VGC

497

489 - KUBAN ARM SHIELD
WWII German battle shield, dark gold colour. Marked
KUBAN 1943 etc on green background with beige paper
backing. ExC
490 - RAD DOOR PLAQUE
Unusual Nazi German brass plaque that would be located
on a RAD (Labour Army). Pressed with hollow back with
RAD eagle and Swastika and the word Arbeitadelt, measures 114x84mm. VGC
491 - SPENCER CARBINE
U.S Cival War Model 1860 Spencer Carbine. 22” .56-56
Spencer cal barrel. Original sights with the rear graduated
to 800 yards. The top of the chamber is marked SPENCER
REPEATING RIFLE CO etc. The serial number is located
next to the hammer with straight nose. Serial number is in
the 50400 range (U.S Army serial range). Left hand side of
the stock and action with saddle bar and ring. Metalwork
has dark overall patina. GC woodwork with rear swivel and
magazine tube. VGWO&C ALR

492 - TRAPDOOR CARBINE
U.S model 1873 Trapdoor Springfield Carbine. 22” Round
45-70 cal barrel with correct sights graduated to 1200 yards
and with eagle head V/P proofs. The loading gate is marked
U.S MODEL 1873 and the rear with serial number in the
182 thousand range. The lockplate is marked with eagle plus
U.S SPRINGFIELD. Metalwork has plum colour to the barrel and blue to the lock plate. GC woodwork with trap to
the butt and cleaning rod compartment. G-VGWO&C ALR

496 - CASED TRANTER REVOLVER
A circa 1870’s, English Tranter double action cartridge revolver. 5” Octagonal .450 cal barrel marked with retailers
name E.M REILLY & CO. OXFORD ST. LONDON and
also marked with caliber and Birmingham proof marks. The
frame is marked Tranters patent as is the swinging type ejector for the 6 shot cylinder which is also proved. The action is
borderline engraved and the screws with sunbursts. Metalwork has most bright blue on the barrels and thinning finish
on the frame. The trigger guard and hammer has some staining. ExC one piece chequered walnut grip. Contained in
its original red baize lined oak case with Reilly trade label.
VG-ExWO&C CLR
497 - WEBLEY RIC REVOLVER
British Antique double action revolver. 2 1/2” Barrel marked
.455 on the flat and Webley patent and logo on the frame.
Metalwork with dark original patina. GC original grips with
lanyard ring. GWO&C CLR
498 - LEE ENFIELD NO.4 RIFLE
NZ Military SMLE No4 MKI* .303 cal bolt action rifle. 25”
Barrel with original sight and bayonet lug, chamber marked
DP. Action marked No4 MKI* LONG BRANCH. Fitted
with folding ladder sight and NZ marked on the wrist. Most
overall blue finish. GC woodwork. GWO&C

491
498

499

499 - LEE ENFIELD L42 RIFLE
SMLE 308 cal Sniper Rifle. 27 1/2” Heavy weight barrel
with correct foresight. The action fitted on the left hand side
with cast steel mount with integral rings and without markings. The action is marked No4 MKI* LONG BRANCH
1942 and the rear sight is still present. The wrist has been
restamped with the bolt number. Metalwork with near all
blue finish. ExC correct 1/2 stock woodwork with cheek
piece. Butt stock with alloy trap and NZ mark, is missing
the rear swivel. Includes correct 10R magazine. ExWO&C
ALR

24
500 - LEE ENFIELD NO4 RIFLE
British Military SMLE No4 Lee Enfield range rifle. 25” 303
cal Barrel with original sight and bayonet lug. The receiver
marked No4 MKI* LONG BRANCH 1942 and fitted with
Parker Hale sight and ladder sight removed. Near all original finish. Matching bolt, ExC woodwork with swivels, 10R
magazine. VGWO&C ALR

511 - BSA 303 SPORTING RIFLE
Nice quality, professionaly done, sporterised SMLE rifle
(most likely BSA or Parker Hale). 22” BSA made replacement 303 cal barrel with Parker Hale sights. Action fitted
with bridge mount and telescopic sight. Metalwork retains
near all blue. ExC chequered walnut sporting stock with
sling and correct 5R magazine. This gun has only had one
owner since the 1950’s and is in like new ExWO&C ALR

500

501 - LEE ENFIELD NO3 RIFLE
British Military SMLE range rifle. 25” 303 Barrel with
original foresight and bayonet lug. The action with Parker
Hale sight and marked on the wrist BSA 1917 IIIX etc. Metalwork with most finish. GC woodwork missing the disc.
GWO&C ALR

502

502 - OMARK TARGET RIFLE
Australian Sportco M44 single shot target rifle. 26” 308 cal
heavy barrel with sight. Action marked SPORTCO MODEL
44 OMARK and cal etc. Fitted with Central diopter sight.
Metalwork with most overall blue. VGC woodwork but the
rubber butt pad has deteriorated. G-VGWO&C ALR
503 - BARNARD BARREL AND ACTION ETC
New Zealand Barnard brand 7.62x51 cal target barrel and
action. 30” Stainless steel barrel with foresight and blued
action, plus a similar barrel and a partially completed laminated stock. GWO&C

513 - UZI SUBMACHINE GUN
An Isreali Military Submachine Gun. 10” 9mm cal barrel,
the receiver with original sights and marked with Isreali
crest and Hebrew markings for the three position selector
(safe, semi and full automatic). Metalwork has near parkerised and blue finish which is thinning on the edges. Original
black plastic grips and steel underfolding stock. Includes its
25R magazine. VGWO&C CLR

501

503

514 - UZI SUBMACHINE GUN
Isreali Military issue 9mm S.M.G. 10” Barrel, receiver with
original sights and marked with Hebrew writing and crest.
Three position selector (safe, semi and full automatic). Metalwork has most overall finish thinning to grey metal on the
strengthening ribs. GC plastic grips and folding steel stock.
G-VGWO&C CLR

504

504 - PARA ORDNANCE PISTOL
Customised U.S 1911 double stock model P14 semi auto
pistol. 5” .45acp cal barrel, slide with adjustable rear. Frame
with extended beavertail and the grip safety has been disconected and the trigger has been worked. Stainless steel
metalwork without major scratches. Includes box with extra
magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR

505

505 - MITCHELL ARMS 1911 PISTOL
US made Mitchell Arms gold series 95 .45acp cal pistol. 5”
Barrel, stainless steel slide and frame with adjustable sights.
Frame with extended safety release and beaver tail. Fitted
with Pachmayr grips. G-VGWO&C B/CLR

515 - 40R UZI MAGAZINE
9mm high 40R UZI Magazine. Parkerised finish in unissued
ExC.
516 - TRIJICON SCOPE
High grade U.S TR23-29 Telescopic Sight. 5-20x50 With
Mildot cross hair, green illuminated dot and 30mm tube. Includes rings and original packageing. Like new ExWO&C.

507

506 - GLOCK 17 PISTOL
Austrian Gen 3 semi auto pistol (finger groove frame). 4
1/2” 9mm Barrel, slide with fibre-optic sights. Metalwork
with all original finish. Includes original box with three extra magazines. ExWO&C B/CLR
507 - WALTHER P88 PISTOL
German, circa late 1980’s, 9mm semi automatic pistol. 4”
Barrel, slide with banner logo etc and adjustable factory rear
sight. Metalwork retains near all original finish and excellent condition grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

517 - BURRIS TELESCOPIC SIGHT
Fullfied E1 3-9x40mm scope with Balistic E1 recticle. Includes original box. ExC
518 - BURRIS DOT SIGHT
Very compact red dot sight with Picatinny mount, also includes an extra ARF3 mount which gives protection and
lifting on flat top AR or similar. Includes packageing. ExC

509

511

508 - 1911 MAGAZINES
Two single stack stainless steel 45 magazines with bumper
pads. GC

519 - LYNX TACTICAL SCOPE
Fixed 10x42mm Japanese made Tasco tactical scope with
30mm tube, target turrets and side focus Parallax mil dot
recticle. Includes flip up covers. ExC
514

509 - M14 SOCOM RIFLE
U.S Springfield Armoury M1A Socom - 16 rifle. 16” 308cal
Barrel with muzzle break foresight and long eye relief
scope mount. Adjustable ghost ring rear sight. Metalwork
with near all original finish. ExC original rough grip texture
stock fitted with 5R magazine. Includes original box and extra magazine. ExWO&C ALR
510 - BROWNING BAR RIFLE
Belgian FN made semi auto hunting rifle. 24 1/2” 338 Winchester magnum cal barrel with iron sights (the front blade
and rear have been removed). The action fitted with Bausch
and Lomb telescopic sight. Metalwork retains near all original bright blue. ExC walnut stock. Includes two detachable
magazines. ExWO&C ALR

512 - MP5 SUBMACHINE GUN
Pakistani Military licensed copy of the German Heckler &
Kock MP5 S.M.G. 9” 9mm cal Barrel, the receiver fitted
with original drum diopter sights and is marked POF MP5
and 92 date. Polymer trigger group with three position selector (safe, semi and full auto). Metalwork has most overall
original Military black finish and has telescopic butt stock
and 30R magazine. VG-ExWO&C CLR

520 - PAIR OF BOXLOCK PISTOLS
A pair of good quality large cal percussion boxlock muff
pistols, circa 1830. 2 1/4” Damascus round screw off barrels
in approximately 38 bore/.50cal. The actions with concealed
triggers and hammers with unusual square edged profile.
The actions are engraved with foliate designs. Walnut one
piece grips with clam shell design silver butt traps. Contained in a contemporary case with powder flask and cap
tin. ExWO&C NLR
521 - FRENCH PERCUSSION MUFF PISTOL
Nice quality percussion muff pistol, circa 1850. 3 1/4” Approximately 80 bore octagonal to round barrel. Boxlock action with concealed trigger and foliate engraving. The top
of the barrel with makers markings Portec Gtie 120 Metren.
The one piece stock is ornately relief carved. Metalwork
with nice original patina. ExWO&C NLR

512

520
510

521
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522 - COLT NAVY POWDER FLASK
Rare powder flask for the London Colt Navy revolver. The
top is marked COLTS NAVY FLASK JAMES DIXON
& SONS SHEFFIELD. The charger marked 3/4 5/8 1/2
DRAMS. The brass sleeve is held to the copper body with
three steel screws. At the base of the flask as a split lanyard
ring. The body with only one slight ding and the original
lacquer finish has gone. Measures approx 18cm high. ExC

534

523 - LEATHER BOUND POWDER FLASK
Unmarked but most likely English bag shaped flask. Plated
top and charger marked 2 1/2 DRAM. Slight pressure dent
on one corner. Measures 16 1/2cm high. VGC

535

524 - LEATHER SHOT BAG
American Flask & Cap company shot bag with tooled leather body with dog scene on both sides, the charger marked 1
1/4 and 1 as well as AM FLASK & CAP CO. ExC
525 - PERCUSSION FOWLING PIECE
Antique, circa 1850, most likely English single barrel 12
bore percussion shotgun. 30” Octagonal to round barrel with gold bands. Action with half cock safety and engraving. Metalwork with dark patina and woodwork with
some chips etc. and inscribed with a name and 1919 date.
FWO&C NLR

534 - FINNISH LUGER PISTOL
Finnish Military M/23 Luger most likely a DWM rework
in the 1920’s for Finland. 4 1/2” Finnish made Tikka 9mm
barrel marked with Tikka proof mark. The chamber without
date and toggle marked DWM. The side of the gun without
proofs. Metalwork with most overall blue. GC wooden grips
(personalised with the initials JR) has alloy base magazine.
These were used in the Winter War and WWII. GWO&C
B/CLR
535 - MAUSER SCHNELLFEUER PISTOL
German Mauser 712 select fire semi automatic pistol, circa 1930’s. 5” 7.63mm cal (30 Mauser) barrel with correct
sights. The rear target is graduated out to 1000 yards. Chamber is marked WAFFENFABRIK MAUSER etc and serial
number on the side (matching on the inside of the frame).
Left hand side of the frame with Mauser banner logo and
Westinger selector. Right hand side marked WAFFENFABRIK MAUSER etc. Metalwork has dark original patina with
traces of blue and small areas of isolated pin prick marks.
ExC replacement grips complete with lanyard ring and original 10R magazine with banner logo. G-VGWO&C CLR

523

524

536 - WWI LUGER HOLSTER
Brown leather, makers marked Hans Romer, 1916 dated
holster for the P08 4” 9mm pistol. Some scuffing but the
stitching and straps are intact. One of the belt straps is a war
time replacement with typical German pebble grain leather.
G-VGC

525

526 - PERCUSSION POACHERS CARBINE
Antique take down fowling piece. 18 3/4” 28g Turn off barrel without makers marks or proof. Metalwork with dark
patina and the stock seperates into two pieces. FWO&C
NLR
527

527 - MODEL CANNON
A Spanish built working model of a black powder Artillery
Cannon. 14” .69 cal barrel marked Dikar Spain. Metalwork
with dark patina. Contained on wooden carriage with steel
treads on the wheels. Overall length 65cm. GWO&C NLR

528

528 - FLINTLOCK PISTOL
Antique Flintlock pistol. 7” Barrel marked LONDON and
with Birmingham proof marks as well as Arabic writing.
The cock is a replacement. Metalwork with overall pinpricking. Wooden stock with nice brass furniture with stand
of flags and pineaple finial. P-FC NLR
529 - PAT 1856 SWORD
British Military 19th Centry Pioneers sword 55.5cm saw
back blade with Crown/1 inspection mark and Bate makers
mark. Brass hilt and grip with lions head and nuckle guard.
Some staining to the blade with grey patina. VGC

530

538

530 - PATTERN 1828 SWORD
Scottish pattern 1828 basket hilted sword. 83cm Blade with
45cm central fuller and lightly stamped 1828 G IV. Brass
hilt with red felt lining and brown leather wire bound handle
which shows age. GC
529

531 - PATTERN 1828 SWORD
Similar to previous lot. GC
532 - 1916 LUGER PISTOL
WWI Imperial German P08 Luger pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel with original sight, serial number and acceptance mark.
Chamber dated 1916, the toggle with DWM makers mark
and the side with proof marks. Metalwork with most overall blue finish and straw colours thinning on the chamber,
sideplate and muzzle. External number except magazine
are matching the magazine which is the correct type with
about half its original nickel plating. VGC original grips.
G-VGWO&C B/CLR
533 - SWISS LUGER PISTOL
Swiss Military 06/1929 Luger pistol. 4 1/2” .30 Luger cal
barrel with original saw tooth foresight. The toggle with
Bern cross in shield crest and serial number which is matching on the grip safety frame. Metalwork with nearly all blue.
ExC original brown plastic grips and includes its leather
holster with correct extra magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR

537 - LUGER MAGAZINE
Magazine for the WWI P08 pistol. Near all nickel finish,
wooden base plate with serial number 5885. ExC

532

533

538 - VIETNAM AK47 RIFLE
A Vietnam War AK47 presented to the NZ Ambassador in
1971. This AK-47 is the milled receiver Chinese 66 arsenal marked type with folding bayonet and wooden furniture. The right hand side of the stock has a white formica
inlaid plaque: TO H.E.MR.PAUL K.EDMONDS NEW
ZEALAND AMBASSADOR TO VIETNAM. FROM
LIEUTENANT GENERAL TRAN NGOC TAM ARMY
OF THE REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM. THIS WAR TROPHY SOVIET 7.62MM ASSAULT RIFLE AK-47 IS PRESENTED TO YOU AS A MOMENTO OF YOUR TOUR
OF DUTY IN THE REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM DECEMBER 21, 1967-DECEMBER 21, 1971. JULY 17, 1971. An
interesting addition to a Vietnam or NZ Military collection
with nice provenance. As usual with bring back rifles it has
been deactivated by drilling the barrel otherwise GC CLR
539 - VIETNAM K98 MAUSER RIFLE
A Vietnam War K98 presented to the NZ Ambassador in
1971. This K98 would have been supplied to the Viet Cong
from the Soviet Union which captured it from the Germans
in WWII. The 8mm cal barrel has Waffen-amt and ce (Sauer
& Sohn) and 43 date. The right hand side of the stock has
a white formica presentation placque: TO, H.D.MR.PAUL
K, EDMONDS. NEW ZEALAND AMBASSADOR TO
VIETNAM. FROM, LIEUTENANT GENERAL TRAN
NGOC TAM. ARMY OF THE REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM. THIS WAR TROPHY, A CHINESE NATIONALIST
7.92MM RIFLE. MODEL CHIANG KAI-SHEK, IS PRESENTED TO YOU AS A MEMENTO OF YOUR TOUR
OF DUTY IN THE REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM DECENBER 21, 1967-DECEMBER 21,1971. JULY 17, 1971. Viet
Cong used German K98’S are very rare and this is the first
we have had for sale making this a desirable addition to a
Mauser or Vietnam collection. As usual with a presentation
rifle it has been deactivated by drilling the barrel, otherwise
VGC ALR
540 - VIETNAM WAR FLAG
Viet Cong War flag Maroon, red/blue with gold embroided
sten and writing. Light cotton construction marked LUC
LUONG VO TRANG G1A1 PHONG MIEN NAM VIET
NAM and G1A1 PHONG KOM TUM 1968. Also included
is a OPA-01 SPECIAL FORCES RECON cloth patch. GC
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541 - FNFAL RIFLE BAYONET
18cm partially blued blade. Wooden grip with flash hider
variant, complete with steel scabbard. VGC

541

546

542 - L1A1 BAYONET
For the British/NZ SLR 20cm parkerised blade and alloy
handles, without scabbard. VGC

548

543 - INDIAN SMLE BAYONET
No 1 MKII* bayonet for the Indian Military 30.3cm blade
marked II* N.W.R and with most overall blue. Includes its
original leather and steel scabbard. VGC

556 - SWEDISH MAUSER RIFLE
Swedish Military Mauser 96 6.5x55 cal bolt. 30” Barrel
with original sights. The chamber marked Carl Gustaf. The
receiver has been fitted with modern quick release bridge
mount and Tasco high country scope. The bolt has been
modified to a turned down style. Metalwork with most
overall finish. VGC woodwork with brass disc and sighting
sticker. VGWO&C ALR

549

544 - NO4 SPIKE BAYONET
For the NO4 SMLE. Version with a flat base to the steel
scabbard. VGC
545 - NO4 PARADE BAYONET
Spike bayonet for parade use with the NO4 SMLE. Plated
all over except the steel scabbard. VGC
558

546 - POLISH NAGANT CARBINE
7.62X54R cal M44 carbine. 20” Barrel with original sights
and side folding bayonet. Chamber is arsenal marked and
1953 dated. Metalwork retains near all original blue finish.
ExC original stock with sling and rod. In as issued condition. ExWO&C ALR

543

548 - VALMET HUNTER RIFLE
Finish semi auto hunting rifle based on the AK47, 20” .308
cal barrel. The receiver with iron sights and integral scope
base and marked VALMET etc. Metalwork retains near all
bright blue. ExC sporting wooden stock and forend. Includes 5 shot magazine. ExWO&C ALR

559
556

550 - REPRODUCTION 1861 NAVY REVOLVER
Italian made .36 cal reproduction of a Colt 61 Navy. 7 1/2”
Barrel cylinder with scene. Metalwork with near all blue
and case colours. ExC walnut grips with steel backstrap.
ExWO&C B/CLR

554 - WALTHER PP SUPER
West German, circa 70’s, PP Super Pistol. 3 1/2” 9x18cal
Barrel, slide with original sights and Ulm address etc.
Frame with crossed out Bavarian Police marking. Metalwork retains nearly all original bright blue. ExC original
grips. ExWO&C CLR

562 - PERSIAN MAUSER BAYONET
98/38 Long bayonet for the Iranian Mauser rifle. 39 1/2cm
Blade with slight staining to a few areas. GC wooden grips
and blued steel scabbard. VGC

550

552 - REPRODUCTION REMINGTON REVOLVER
Italian Conneticut Valley Arms Remington new model
Army revolver with 8” .44 cal barrel. Metalwork finished
in the white, with age staining. Grip has been extended, includes a bag of assorted spare parts. FWO&C B/CLR

560 - CZ27 SUBMACHINE GUN
Czech 7.62 Tokarev cal S.M.G. 11” Barrel, receiver with
original sights and armoury code she. Metalwork with most
original arsenal dark grey enamel refurbish. VGC brown
resin one piece grip and stock with folding stock and magazine charger holder on the side. Includes two original magazines and sling. VGWO&C CLR
561 - VZ 24 BAYONET
Bayonet for the Czech Mauser. 30 cm Parkerised blade with
muzzle ring on guard. GC grips and most blue to the scabbard. VGC

560

551 - REPRODUCTION 1851 NAVY REVOLVER
Italian .44 cal Colt 51 Navy percussion revolver. 7 1/2” Barrel, brass frame and stained wooden grips. VGWO&C B/
CLR

553 - WALTHER HP PISTOL
German Walther HP Army model 9mm semi automatic
pistol. 5” Barrel with orignal sights. Slide marked with
Walther banner Zella Mehlis address and Mod HP. Frame
marked with H serial number prefix and commercial crown
N proof (Swedish contract range). Metalwork with near all
original bright commercial blue and with correct grips. The
magazine is correct type without markings, except the serial
number which is mismatched to the gun. ExWO&C B/CLR

559 - WINCHESTER M1 CARBINE
U.S WWII M1 Carbine. 18” .30 cal Barrel with iron sights
and without date or bayonet lug. The chamber is marked
U.S CARBINE. The rear marked with late 44 early 45 serial number and WINCHESTER. Fitted with adjustable
ghost ring sight. Metalwork with most overall blue. VGC
woodwork with crossed cannon cartouche. Includes its 15R
magazine. VGWO&C ELR

555

549 - STG 58 RIFLE
Austrian Steyr 7.62 cal semi auto rifle. 20” Barrel without flash hider and threaded. The receiver marked STEYR
DAIMLER etc STG58 and fitted with replacement Picattiney dust cover rail and includes original sights. Metalwork
with near all original finish. ExC synthetic butt stock (missing rear swivel) and pistol grip, plus alloy folding bipod
forend. Includes 20 shot magazine. VG-ExWO&C ELR

557 - VZ33 MAUSER
Czech, circa 1938, Mauser bolt action Military rifle. 20”
8mm cal barrel, foresight with protective wings and near
sight graduated to 1000 yards. Chamber with Czech crest
and the side marked Cs.zbrojovka etc. VZ33 turned down
hollow bot. Metalwork with near all blue finish. ExC woodwork with swivels on the underside and band. ExWO&C
ALR
558 - SPANISH 9MM CARBINE
Spanish bolt action ‘Destroyer’ carbine. 21” Barrel converted to 9mm Luger cal and with correct iron sights. The
chamber with destroyer logo. Metalwork with near all blue.
VGC woodwork with sling. Includes one detachable magazine (uses modified 9mm 1911 magazine). VGWO&C ALR

557

547 - POLISH NAGANT CARBINE
Similar to previous lot but 1954 dated. ExWO&C ALR

555 - SWEDISH MAUSER
Swedish Military M96 6.5x55 cal bolt action rifle. 30”
Barrel with original sights etc. Chamber marked CARL
GUSTAFS etc 1899. Metalwork retains near all blue and
external serial numbers are matching. ExC woodwork with
white metal butt plate and disc, includes swivel and rod.
ExWO&C ALR

563 - FAIRBAIRN - SYKES DAGGER
British 3rd pattern fighting knife. Manufactured by R
COOPER SHEFFIELD ENGLAND (marked on the cross
guard) 17.7cm blued blade. Blackened brass ring grip handle without mold number and thinning slightly on the edges.
VGC original leather sheath. VG-ExC

551

564 - BRITISH JUNGLE KNIFE
British M.O.D Jungle/Survival knife. 17.7 cm Blade with
parkerised finish. Wooden handle with three brass rivets
marked broad arrow 88 and Nato number etc. Includes original sheath in as issued ExC

553

563
554

565 - NAVY SEAL KNIFE
Current issue U.S Navy combat knife. 15cm Blade marked
MK3 MOD O and black polymer handle and sheath marked
USN. ExC

27
566 - GERBER FIGHTING KNIFE
U.S MKII fighting knife dagger. 17cm Double edge and
partially serrated blade marked with Gerber USA logo and
serial number. Black alloy handle. Includes Gerber marked
leather sheath. Type as used in the Vietnam War. VGC

568

571

567 - ANTIQUE NAVAL DIRK
Victorian English large naval dirk. 26cm Speer point etched
blade with cypher and marked V crown R BROOKES &
CROOKES SHEFFIELD. Antler handle with nickel finish
on the guard and pommel. Includes a modern presentation
box. VGC
568 - SUDANESE ARMY DAGGER
Antique Sudanese Army Dagger. 20cm Spear point blade
with aged staining. GC wooden grip, leather and crocodile
sheath with arm bracelet. VGC

569

570 - JAPANESE TANTO
Imperial Japanese, late 19th, Minor Officials knife with ornate curved bone handle and scabbard. 23 cm Blade. FC

584 - DRULOV TARGET PISTOL
Similar to previous lot but with some small areas of pitting
to the barrel. GWO&C B/CLR

574

569 - JAPANESE SMALL TANTO
Antique tanto/knife. 15cm Blade, copper bound, carved
scabbard and handle which has split in a couple of areas. FC

576

586 - REPRODUCTION KENTUCKY RIFLE
Italian percussion rifle. 27” .44 cal Octagonal blued barrel. Metalwork retains near all blue and case colours. ExC
woodwork with brass furniture and patch box. VGWO&C
ALR

579

587 - WEBLEY MK VI REVOLVER
A nice example of a WWI British Military .455 cal revolver. 6” Barrel with original sights and marked on the strap
MARK VI and British Military marked. The frame with
Webley Patent and 1918. Metalwork retains near all original
finish. ExC original grips with lanyard ring and rope. Hard
to find a better example. ExWO&C CLR

581

572 - BERETTA 21A MAGAZINE
Two extra magazines for the previous lot. VGC

583

574 - ERMA .22 PISTOL
German model EP 452 .22lr compact pistol styled on the
1911 but in small size. 3 1/4” Barrel, slide with makers mark
& integral sights and safety double and single action trigger.
Most overall finish. GC plastic grips. VG-ExWO&C CLR

588 - ENFIELD NO2 REVOLVER
British WWII No2 MKI* revolver. The 5” .38 S&W cal barrel has been deactivated with a hole on the underside. Metalwork has been cleaned to white. GC grips, action functions
well, ideal for parts. FC B/CLR

587

575 - SPORTOWY .22 PISTOL
.22lr Version of the Tokarev type 33/51 pistol. 4 1/2” Barrel,
slide with iron sight and metalwork with near all blue and
ExC grips. Uses existing magazine with a special dummy
cartridge that .22’s are inserted into. There are none included otherwise ExWO&C B/CLR
576 - BUTCHER BAYONET
German model 1900/08 butcher bayonet. 37cm Saw back
blade with Solingen makers mark. Speckeled patina, GC
wood grips and steel scabbard. GC

585 - STIRLING .22 RIFLE
Stainless steel bolt action .22lr rifle. 22” Barrel with iron
sights and fitted with silencer. Action with 4 power scope
and detachable 15 shot magazine. ExWO&C ALR

575

571 - BERETTA POCKET PISTOL
U.S made Model 21A .22LR semi auto pistol. 2 1/2 Pop
up barrel for single loading (also loads through the magazine). Metalwork with near all original blue and ExC original wooden grips. Includes its original box and two extra
magazines. ExWO&C CLR

573 - BERETTA MODEL 70 PISTOL
Italian Berretta .22lr semi auto pistol. 5 3/4” Barrel with iron
sights. Frame with Beretta address etc. Metalwork retains
nearly all original finish, shows slight handling wear to a
couple of edges. ExC original grips. Includes box, manual
and extra magazine (will only fit in box with gun disasembled) in as new ExWO&C B/CLR

589 - ORTIGIES PISTOL
German .32cal semi auto pistol. 3 1/2” Barrel, slide with
integral sights and markings. Metalwork with scattered pin
pricking. Original grips and magazine. The sear spring is
missing so will not function and one of the grips is chipped
on the inside so it won’t hold in place. Could be repaired.
FC CLR

589

590 - KEA GUN
Spanish Mugica single shot pistol. 12 1/2” .410 Barrel with
most blue and faint case colours on the action. GC wooden
grips. GWO&C CLR
585

591 - BSA SHOTGUN
Side by side English box lock shotgun, circa 1950’s. 30”
12g Barrels with 1/2 and full chokes and 2 3/4 chamber,
most blue to barrel and action, period case. VGWO&C ALR

586

577 - K98 BAYONET
German Mauser bayonet with brown resin grips and white
steel blued blade. Scabbard with thinning blue. GC

592 - TWO SHOTGUNS
Both side by side 12g hammerless shotguns. One English
Schofield the other Belgian. FWO&C ALR

578 - M14 MAGAZINE
20R Blued steel magazine for the .308 rifle. VGC
579 - LEE ENFIELD ARMOURERS TOOL
Small four sided tool, broad arrow marked and faint stamping ?? MKII, blued finish. VGC
580 - HAMMERLI TARGET PISTOL SET
High quality Swiss made model 280 target .22lr pistol, plus
its interchangeable .32 S&W cal long slide and barrel. Metalwork on both is in ExC retaining nearly all original finish.
Right hand wooden target grip contained in its original brief
case with accessories including two magazines for each caliber and barrel weights. ExWO&C B/CLR

582 - VOSTOK .22 PISTOL
Soviet Vostok/TOZ .22 short target pistol. 7” Barrel with
sight and weight. Blue thinning in areas. GC right hand grip.
Includes box with accesories. GWO&C B/CLR
583 - DRULOV TARGET PISTOL
Single shot .22lr Czech model 70 target pistol with set trigger. 9 1/2” Blued barrel with sights and wooden pistol grip.
VGWO&C B/CLR

573

567

581 - MARGOLIN .22 PISTOL
Russian .22lr semi auto pistol. 6” Barrel fitted with Woods
custom guns barrel weight and adjustable sights. Metalwork with near all original finish. GC black plastic grips.
VGWO&C B/CLR

593 - TWO SHOTGUNS
Both side by side 12 hammerless Agrew brand. Hammer
Belgian Oyez brand. FWO&C ALR
590

580

594 - NZ MARKED SHOTGUN
Side by side hammer 12g shotgun retailed by McCarthy in
Dunedin around the turn of the century. 30” Damascus barrels and engraved action. Metalwork with dark patina, worn
but original stock fitted with butt pad. FWO&C ALR
594
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CONDITION ABBREVIATIONS
Excellent working order & condition
Very good working order & condition
Good Working order & condition
A new item i.e not owned before
Excellent condition
Very good condition
Good condition
Fair condition
Poor condition

ALR
BLR
CLR
ELR
NLR

LICENSE ABBREVIATIONS
Standard firearms license
Pistol shooters license
Collectors license
Military style semi automatic license
No license require

White tickets on firearms mean standard license
required
Red tickets on firearms mean endorsed license
required
Green tickets on firearms mean no license required
CONTACT DETAILS
For information or price guide on any lots contact Greg Carvell c/- S.A.I Guns
Items can be viewed prior to the auction at our showroom located at our retail premises:
S.A.I Guns & Ammo – 553 Great South Road, Penrose. Auckland
Telephone
+64 9 579-3771
Fax
+64 9 579-3401
Email
greg@guns.co.nz
Website
www.gunauction.co.nz
Postal
P.O Box 112313
Penrose 1061
Auckland NZ
NOTES
We will have an arms officer in attendance for your convenience to arrange permits.
* Pistol Club shooters – If you wish to uplift a pistol on your B license at the auction you will have to bring
with you a “pinky” form from your pistol club secretary. Otherwise you can arrange to pick up the pistol at
a later date
We will have EFTPOS for your convenience. Note there is often a $1200 or $2000 limit set by your bank
We accept Visa and Mastercard – 3% surcharge will apply for credit cards. Sorry we do not accept
American Express.
Please bring gun bags and/or lock boxes for transport of firearms from the venue.
POSTAL BIDDERS
We guarantee to get your lots at the lowest possible price having regard to the next highest postal bid,
bidding of the floor and any reserves. Send your bids early, if two bids are the same the first bid we
receive takes preference. Fax or post your bids on the postal bidding form included with the catalogue to
the number or address below. Payment must be made on receipt of invoice. Do not wait until you get
your permits as delay hold up payments to our vendors. Sorry we can not courier to post boxes, our
courier requires a physical address. International bidders please see below and contact us for an
estimate on freight and other charges.
BUYERS PREMIUM
10% Buyers premium on the hammer price applies plus 15% G.S.T (G.S.T is on the premium only)
POSTAL REQUIREMENT OF 1993 ARMS ACT
All firearms and ammunition (excluding antique) require an accompanying statement from a police
officer validating your license. A form can be downloaded from our website. Pistols, restricted weapons &
military style semi automatics require a permit to procure before delivery.
EXPORT – We can export to most countries. Firearms including antique have to be exported via air
freight. We have a freight forwarder who can organise this for you. An export license will need to be
obtained. We charge a $60 fee for our time in organising the export and packaging, The freight forwarder
will charge you for the NZ export license and the freight for the firearm(s). This is usually charged forward
and you will pay this on receiving your goods. The export process can take around 4-8 weeks. For an
estimate of the export license and freight charges please contact us. NZ G.S.T (VAT/sales tax) is only on
the commission / buyers premium portion of the items, because this service occurs in New Zealand this
must be charged on exports. Items that are not firearms can be sent via NZ postal service and will be
charged at that rate plus packaging. Some items with historical significance to New Zealand may not be
able to be exported.

CARVELL’S AUCTIONS
STANDARD CONDITIONS OF SALE
1. Buyers Premium. Buyers will be charged 10% of the hammer price, GST of 15% will be charged on the buyers premium
only.
2. All lots sold as shown & with all faults, imperfections and errors of description. The Auctioneers act as agent: they have
full discretion to refuse any bidding or to withdraw any lot or lots from the sale without in either case giving any reason:
neither they nor the vendor are responsible for errors of description or for genuiness or authenticity of any lot or for any
fault or defect in it and make no warranty. Due to the accurate reproduction of some badges and particularly German, we
catalogue all such items as they appear to be, this is in line with major auction houses worldwide, it is up to the bidder to
satisfy himself on any such lots.
3. The highest bidder to be the purchaser, subject to the Auctioneers having the right to refuse bidding of any person. Should
any dispute arise as to the biddings the lot in dispute is to be immediately put up for sale again at the preceeding bidding or
the Auctioneers may declare the purchaser.
4. No person shall advance less at a bid than the sum to be nominated by the Auctioneer and no bid shall be retracted.
5. All lots sold subject to the right of the seller or his agent to impose a reserve.
6. The purchaser to give his name, address, firearms license details and to pay for all lots in full at the conclusion of the sale.
In default of which matters the lot or lots purchased may be immediately resold.
7. The lots are at the buyer’s risk from the fall of the hammer and are to be taken away at the buyer’s expense, in default of
which the Auctioneers will not hold themselves responsible if the same are lost, stolen , damaged or otherwise destroyed,
but they will be left at sole risk of the purchaser. If the lots are not cleared or paid for, they may be sold immediately without
prior notice being given to the defaulter.
8. Firearms Licenses and or appropriate permits must be produced along with receipted invoices prior to delivery of any lot.
9. Payment: Payment must be made on the day of the auction unless prior organised with Carvells Auctions. Payment oftions are Eftpos, Bank Cheque, Cash, Personal Cheques and internet bank transfer by arrangement, the Auctioneers reserve
the right to request identification in the case of any purchaser not known to the Auctioneers. Credit Cards ie Master Card/
Visa will be accepted, however a 3% service charge will apply. Note the bank often has a limit of around $2000 per day for
eftpos
10. The Auctioneers cannot be held responsible for any injury or damage to persons or property thru attempts to fire any
firearms which are sold as collectors items only, this also applies to all ammunition.
11. POSTAL BIDS: Lots will be bought as favourably as allowed by other such bids, bidding on the floor and any reserve. All
bids must be accompanied by a signed photo copy of your firearms license. Only successfull bidders will be notified. Freight
and Packing charges incurred will be paid by the successful bidder. We dispatch via Courier, street address or suitable drop
point, PLEASE NO PO BOXES. We take all care but accept no responsibility. Each package has $1000 insurance limit, also
applies to items sent by post.
12. POSTAL BIDDERS: PAYMENT MUST BE MADE ON RECEIPT OF INVOICE, Do not wait until you get your permits, delays
hold up payment to our vendors.
13. FIRST TIME BIDDERS will need to establish a line of credit by supplying credit card details.
14. We accept your bids in good faith however bad debts and change of mind are not acceptable. Recovery of debts will be
strongly persued through legal channels.
15. If you are bidding on behalf of another person you are responsible for inspecting the item and payment.
16. Measurements and weights are only an approximate.
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POSTAL BIDDING FORM



Name:
Address:
Credit Card#

Exp

/

Signature
Firearms License#
Prefered Method of payment - tick box: Visa Mastercard Cheque
Bank Cheque Pay on pick up Online Banking* 3% surcharge on credit cards
Lot#

Description of Lot

Maximum Bid NZ$

We remind you to get your bids in early, if we receive two bids of the same amount the first one
received stands. We endevour to get items for you at the lowest possible price.
New Postal Bidders: Will need to establish a line of credit by supplying current credit card details in the space above, you will be given the option to choose your method of payment
Fax bids by 8pm 2 days prior to the auction (649) 579-3401 or post to Carvell’s Auctions P0 Box 112313 Penrose 1642. Auckland. New Zealand.
Payment to be made within 7 days of receiving your invoice

I agree to the terms and conditions of the auction
Signature:
Date:
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